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Spirited
 
tailgaters  
rally  
team
 
By. 
Karen  NI.
 Derenzi
 
Daily staff writer 
Footballs and 
Frisbees 
flying
 through 
the  air marked 
the  beginning of 
the tailgate 
season
 Saturday at 
Spartan  Stadium.
 
The  field east of the
 stadium was jam-
packed with
 party -goers hours
 before the 
Spartans took 
on the Panthers of 
Eastern  Illi-
nois. 
Tailgaters 
included
 students, 
alunini 
and Spartan fans
 of all ages who came 
to see 
if the team could 
stan
 on the road to the 1987 
California Bowl. 
Phil 
Taves.
 a political science
 senior, 
came for 
the beer and the 
football  game. He 
said he 
wanted  to see another winning
 season 
from the 
Spartans.
 
"Hopefully they're
 going to be hot all 
year," Taves 
said, noting the team's ten-
dency toward 
inconsistency.  
Ted Toffey, an SJSU alumnus said he 
came to the game for "the
 thrill, the excite-
ment  and the 
energy."  
Toffey's wife, Cindy, 
also  an SJSU 
alumna.
 came to the game simply 
"to  keep 
me young." 
"I'm here to 
see Mike Perez kick off 
another fantastic 
year and become the Heis-
man 
Trophy winner," Luke 
Short,
 Cindy's 
father  said. 
He 
was in the stadium for last season's
 
thrilling victory
 over Fresno Statc and
 re-
members the game vividly. 
"It was the 
most
 exciting game I've 
ever
 seen," Short said. 
**After  the game was 
over.
 the people just hung 
around.  They kept 
looking at the 
scoreboard. They 
couldn't  be-
lieve it. 
"That was the beginning." 
Aeronautics senior Don Matto had just
 
one thing 
to say: "I came here because I'm 
not a blockhead." Matto
 went on to explain 
that blockheads were people 
who didn't 
come 
to 
Spartan
 football games. 
Even before
 the game began. 
the 
world's oldest 
cheerleader  and an SJSU 
alumnus,
 Krazy George. had
 the stadium 
rocking to 
the cheer, "San Jo -se." 
George loved the fan 
reaction.  "I'm 
going to 
be here when I'm 90," he said. 
See GAME,
 page 8 
Brad 
Shirakawa
 Daily
 staff 
photographer
 
Spartan
 fan Iliad 
Rodriguez
 stands out at the 
first game of the season. 
'The only problems
 encountered at the 
game
 
were a result 
of 
excessive
 alcohol 
use
 in 
the fraternity
 sections.'  
No 
ban  
planned for 
stadium
 suds 
sales
 
By Julie 
Rogers  and 
Edwin 
Garcia
 
Daily 
staff  
writers
 
After 
watching  SJSU's 
season -
opening 
fmaball  game 
against
 East-
ern  Illinois University on 
Saturday, 
University
 President Gail 
Fullerton 
said 
Tuesday
 there are 
no plans to 
ban the 
sale of beer at Spartan
 Sta-
dium. 
Fullerton,  who 
called the 
crowd's
 actions  
which included
 
three 
fights   
usual,
 said in the 
past  
the sale 
of
 beer has been 
banned, but 
that 
people would 
still  sneak 
alcohol
 
into the 
events. 
Fullerton
 said at 
a news confer-
ence that the
 stadium's 
current beer 
sale 
policy  is 
satisfactory.  
"We do not sell (beer) 
through  
the 
stands,"  she 
saiti.
 "You have 
to 
go to a concession
 stand 
(to 
purchase  
beer) 
and  with (the 
sales)  being cut 
off at the end of the 
third quarter, 
that should provide 
adequate  con-
trol."
 
Fullerton
 did suggest security 
could be tighter 
in certain areas of 
the 
stadium but did 
not say where.
 
University Police 
Chief  Lew 
Schatz said in phone interview
 "the 
only problems 
encountered
 at the 
game were a result of excessive 
alco-
hol use
 in the 
fraternity 
sections."  
Schatz said 
that  to rectify 
them:  
problems in the 
future he planned to 
work 
with 
Nada Houston (Greek ad-
viser) 
and  Meredith Moran
 (assistant 
to 
the dean of 
student
 
services).
 
Ted  
Cady,  Spartan 
Stadium 
events 
manager. would not 
attribute 
the 
rowdiness  directly to 
beer  sales 
inside the 
stadium.  In  a 
phone  inter-
view, Cady
 said "beer sales 
were 
down as 
compared  to last year." 
"(People
 
were) very 
festive
 
long before the gates
 even opened," 
Cady said. "I 
proposed  (tighter se-
curity fir tailgate
 parties) even 
be-
fore
 the season 
started.
 I still think 
more 
needs to be done."
 
"You have to 
recall
 that 
sonic  
of 
those people  
had been
 drinking 
for two hours
 before the game."
 he 
said. "It's just a 
question if kids 
want to be rowdy." 
Overall, Cady and 
Schatz both 
thought that stadium 
security did a 
good job. 
"All
 in all. I thought it went 
fairly well." Schatz
 said. "Al-
though 
the 
size of the crowd
 
(18.000) was bigger than 
(we)
 ex-
pected." 
"This game 
overall
 wasn't as 
rowdy
 as some games
 I have seen 
in
 
the 
past... Cady 
said.  
Toxic
 
samples
 
show no 
risk
 
to 
neighbors
 
By 
Dave
 Lanson 
Daily staff writer 
Officials from the state Depart-
ment of Health Services began clean 
up procedures of toxic 
chemicals  at 
the Lorentz Barrel
 & Drum Co. on 
10th Street and Alnia Avenue near 
Spartan Stadium 
this
 week. They ex-
pect to remove nearly half of the 
24.000 barrels stored there by De-
cember. 
At a community 
meeting  with 
area residents  
Thursday  night, DHS 
official Howard 
Hatayama said the 
estimated
 $5 million cleanup is 
going according to schedule and that 
soil and water tests show the chemi-
cals present 
pose little risk to neigh-
boring residents. including those at 
Spartan City and Spartan Village. 
"At this point in 
time,  although 
we are still 
taking
 field samples. we 
teel that there
 is little chance of any-
one in the area being exposed 
to
 any 
of these chemicals," Hatayama said. 
The soil at Lorentz Barrel & 
Drum Co. has been tested 21 times 
1981. Amone
 the 
dienitcals
 
found 
were i:ancer 
Lansing
 polvehlo
 
rinated biphenv
 
i PCB's) 
and an 
array
 of 
metals.
 
pest',
 
ides and sol-
vents. 
Hatayania
 said 
DHS  
has  
been monitorine thy 
soil
 to deter-
mine  which diicytion
 
the chemicals
 
are spreading. So tar contaminants 
have been detected across 111th 
Street under the 
SJSt  track facilities 
at Flud Winter
 Field. 
"(The
 site) 
poses  no 
health  
haz-
ard, 
no risk tit exposure..  said 
Steve 
DHS geolog ist 
"No one
 running the track 
or
 play ine at the tennis i..ourts faces 
any danger,' he 
said 
I)HS inspectias
 
have
 drilled 
120 testing holes toy feet down to 
test the soil and 
shallom.
 
groundwa-
ter. Several 
5(8)-tOot
 deep 
bores  
have been drilled to test drinking 
water  supplies. 
Hatayania  said that to date
 
no 
See TO\
 ir S. 
page
 S 
SJSU
 athletes
 
wait  
for NCAA ruling 
1 
members
 held from
 game 
Ws Brent Ainsworth 
Daily staff writer 
Eleven members of the SJSU 
football  team 
were
 not in uniform 
at 
Saturday's
 
season
 opener and have 
yet 
to be 
cleared
 for game
 
action  by 
NCA
 A faculty representative
 
Charles  Whitcomb. 
On 
Thursday,
 Whitcomb
 said 
about
 I() players were 
in
 danger of 
missing the game.
 
"(Those  players) are 
allowed
 to 
suit 
up.  they just can't 
play."  Whit-
comb said. 
But 
Whitcomb  noted that 
changes
 in a player's status can 
be 
made
 at any time. 
Each of the 
78 players in 
full
 
football gear 
was eligible to 
partici-
pate in the 
game. SJSU coach
 Rick 
Rasnick said 
yesterday. 
Whitcomb 
issued a list of 
eligi-
ble players to 
SJSU Head 
Coach  
Claude 
Gilbert  prior to 
Saturday's  
game.
 Two names 
not  on the list. 
Lloyd 
Forrest  and 
Robert
 I .ewis. had 
been released
 Thursday. 
A 
starting outside
 linebacker 
last year,
 Forrest is slated
 to use his 
redshin 
season to 
recuperate  from a 
leg injury. 
Lev,  is failed to 
meet  aca-
demic 
requirements.
 
Flefore  
Saturday
 
kickoff.
 
Whitcomb
 
released
 
the  
list  
ot 
S.11SC Coach Claude Gilbert 
gihle players
 
to
 
Rasnick.
 Academic
 
Monitor Arm Hanzad and 
Associate
 
Athletics 
Directors
 
Rich 
Chew.  
Mary Zimmerman 
and  'al n 
Lewis.  
Of the remaining I I players not 
eligible. five are pending freshman 
academic clearance. They 
are  quar-
terbacks
 Greg Centilli
 and 
Jason 
Woodall, tight
 end Roc Pillerini, de-
fensi e 
tackle  Spencer Smith 
and  
, 
I)! RC 
page  6 
Money  donated to SJSU 
space
 
research
 
programs
 
$500,000
 bequested
 for 
Venus  study 
By Edwin 
Garcia  
Daily 
staff writer
 
Veril Phillips, chairman of the 
Mathematics anti Computer Science 
Department, received a less -than -
typical. but memorable phone call 
from his boss in 
October.  
The dean of SJSU's School of 
Science, Lester Lange. told Phillips 
the Math 
and Computer 
Science
 De-
partment would receive part of a 
half-million dollar bequest. 
The 
gift
 was 
in
 honor 
of the
 late 
NASA 
scientist
 Henry T. Wood-
ward, 
an
 SJSU graduate. 
"That name didn't mean a 
thing to me," Phillips said. 
But the chairman quickly 
learned. 
Two 
checks totaling $5(8).(XX) 
were given to the 
Math and Com-
puter Science 
Department in June 
from 
the  estate 
of Woodward's 
mother,
 Marie.
 who died last year. 
Woodward.  who died three 
years ago, 
graduated  from SJSU 
in
 
1952, and earned
 a master's degree 
in mathematics in 1958. He 
later 
worked for NASA as a planetary at-
mospheric researcher. 
The bequest
 specifically calls 
for 
studying the atmosphere of 
Venus. 
At first, it "wasn't immediately 
obvious" how to research or use the 
money to make it computer or math 
`We'd like 
to
 really 
do our best to spend 
(the  money) in 
the 
spirit  of the 
request.'
 
 Jane Day, 
SISU professor 
related, 
Phillips
 said. 
One  thing is certain, 
the  chair-
man said, 
"(no
 one)
 wants
 to spend 
it all at once." 
The Math and 
Computer Sci-
ence Department
 is planning 
three  
projects to 
be used with
 interest 
gained 
from the 
bequeathed
 money. 
Phillips 
said. 
The  money 
is earning
 8 to 10 
percent
 annual
 interest 
with the 
Spartan 
Foundation.  
Phillips  said. 
It's "about 
$40,000 to 
$50,000  
for 
annual 
allocation
 or 
expendi-
ture," he said. 
Adding a 
new  math and 
com-
puter science
 clinic to the
 existing 
five is the 
idea of Jane 
Day.  clinic 
director and 
SJSU  
professor.
 
The clinics 
consist  of 
teams  of 
four 
to six 
outstanding  
students
 to 
participate in hands-on projects
 for 
outside clients in exchange for three 
units and valuable 
experience.  Day 
said.
 
Currently International Busi-
ness Machine Corp.,  
Lockheed  Re-
search 
and  Development. Intel and 
Hewlett Packard
 Laboratories arc 
sponsoring such 
activities.  
In order to pursue Venus 
atmo-
spheric
 research as a clinic project, 
SJSU 
contacted Audrey 
Summers,  a 
NASA -Ames Research 
Center em-
ployee
 who 
received  a 
master's  de-
gree in 
mathematics  from 
SJSU  in 
1962. 
Summers, who is a 
computer  
system
 administrator and researcher
 
of 
planetary
 interiors in NASA's 
Space  Science division, 
calls
 herself 
a "facilitator"
 because her role in 
the project includes
 making contacts 
at NASA for SJSU. 
NASA's 
group of atmospheric 
researchers
 will work closely
 with 
SJSU 
students  studying the 
Venus 
project, Summers said. 
"This is really a physics prob-
lem and not a math 
problem."  Sum-
mers said. 
With the gift, the Math and 
Computer Science Department may 
be 
able  to partially endow a 
chair
 in 
the 
department
 for two
 
years. 
Day and Phillips said they 
would  like to add an applied 
math -
en o 
nston  
ally sta 
photographer
 
S.'S( 
student
 Marduke ouserpor demonstrates the use or an air
 jet 
generator vs hile Professor Dick Desautel looks
 on. 
ematician interested
 in computatio-
nal physics
 to teach 
one or 
two 
classes  and be supported
 by a full-
time salary to 
the  department. 
Finally on its 
short-term
 goals 
list, the 
department
 has scheduled a 
two-day: 
conference  set
 for 
June  2 
and 
3 
to study wave propagation 
problems. 
NASA and Bay 
Area  industry 
speakers
 will be 
explaining
 "prob-
lems of focus 
on
 electromagnetic 
phenomenon and 
atmospheric  phe-
nomeniin.'' during the ciniterence, 
1)ay said. 
is not yet clear what the 
de 
partments
 plan to do with the be-
quest.
 
"We'd 
like to 
really 
di) our best 
to spend (the 
money)  in the 
spint  ot 
the 
request  
said
 Day
 Woodward's
 
estate 
also bequeathed
 
$500.000
 
to 
the 
University  of 
California  at 
Ber  
Arley in 
honor  of her 
late  husband. 
H. Teynharn 
Wix)daard. 
to research 
desalination.
 
removing 
salt
 
from sea 
water to make it 
drinkable 
Students
 
continue  
space
 research 
with NASA grant 
Ity: Charlotte Banta
 
Daily staff writer 
SJSU is taking 
an
 Ali% e role in 
continuing the country's 
space 
pro-
grams.
 
The School of Fnginei:ring re-
ceived
 
its 
fourth  NASA grant llitte 
10 
Contintle
 research
 on the 
superso-
nic flow of spacecraft 
Mechanical
 and aerospace engi-
neering 
students are 
in then !mirth
 
year 
of
 
hands-on  
testing
 
ot
 
shock  - 
waves
 using wind 
tunnels
 
Also.  ap-
proximately ten 
student
 
assistants  
are 
furthering  
NASA's undo 
stand-
ing 
of flight conditions
 
through
 the 
testing
 of models 
designed 
for mis-
sions NASA is considering. 
The missions %Alit enable space 
shuttles to send unmanned space fer-
ries 00 feet in diameter)  to satel-
lites High-speed tlov, tests are con-
ducted to 
monitor heat
 transfer 
during
 low 
earth 
orbit shuttles)
 
to 
high earth orbit Icommunication
 
Piall7;:::).the
 satellite.
 the ferry dips 
back (loan 
to
 the 
atmosphere
 
to re -
loin the 
space shuttle, making
 for a 
See NASA, 
page
 6 
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Beer
 
problem
 
needs
 to be 
tapped
 
Violence
 in the 
stands at 
Spartan 
Stadium  
has
 gotten out
 of hand. 
Several
 fights 
between  fans 
at
 Satur-
day's season
-opening 
victory
 over 
Eastern
 Illi-
nois 
underscored
 the 
need
 to solve 
this  prob-
lem. 
It's impossible
 to enjoy - 
or sometimes 
even
 see  the 
game when 
fans around 
you  
are fighting
 each other,
 usually in a 
drunken 
stupor.
 Moreover, just
 sitting in the 
stands can 
be 
dangerous. 
Spartan
 fans 
shouldn't
 be sub-
jected  to falling 
bodies and flying
 cups of beer.
 
The problem
 is past 
the  point 
of
 being 
written 
off with 
statements  like,
 Those 
crazy  
college
 kids 
need
 the release
 they get 
on lOot-
ball 
Saturdays."  
Since  it's 
impossible  
to control
 beer 
con-
sumption
 before
 the game,
 a 
solution
 
should
 be 
aimed
 at 
reducing
 beer 
sales at 
the 
stadium.  
Drinking 
beer only 
heightens  
fans'  unruliness,
 
and
 provokes 
fights.  
SJSU 
should look 
north for an 
example. 
Candlestick
 Park in 
San  Francisco 
has adopted 
restrictions
 on beer
 sales that 
Spartan  Stadium
 
would 
be
 wise to follow.
 
The  restrictions
 at the 'Stick
 and other 
sta-
diums 
are as follows:
 cups of 
beer are only
 sold 
in 8 
oz. sizes; 
at baseball
 games, 
beer is not
 
sold
 after
 the seventh 
inning,
 and beer vendors 
have
 stopped 
selling 
beer
 in the 
stands (some-
thing we 
don't have 
to worry 
about). 
These 
steps 
should
 be 
adopted
 before
 we 
embarrass
 ourselves
 on national 
TV. ESPN 
is
 
scheduled  to 
cover two 
Spartan  
football
 con-' 
tests
 later in 
the season. 
Instituting  these
 simple 
steps.  plus 
stu-
dents 
drinking in 
moderation, 
might make 
Spartan  football 
games more 
enjoyable  for all.
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ISSUe:
 
Did 
Willson
 
exceed
 his First Amendment rights? 
csr Activist 
victimized
 
by
 
military
 
establisment
 
Political acti\ 1st 
and Vietnam vetLran S. Brian Wil-
lson, who 
was
 seriously injured Aug. 31 
when
 he was 
struck a munitions train at the 
Concord  Naval Weap-
ons 
Station,  
was  
victimized  
by
 a 
military
 that 
has histori-
cally shown little concern for human life in this country 
or 
abroad. 
Willson obviously 
learned
 from his experience in 
Vietnam that the United States is not always morally 
right in its foreign policy. The U.S. 
govemment
  re-
gardless of whether it is 
controlled
 by Republicans or 
Democrats  and the military often confuse this na-
tion's "vital interests"
 with the desire to retain eco-
nomic and political exploitation of weaker countries. 
That's why 
Willson and the
 other protesters
 were 
trying
 to block 
a train they 
suspected  of 
transporting 
arms bound 
for  Central 
America.  Millions 
of Americans 
oppose 
Ronald  Reagan's 
policy  of arming 
the contra ter-
rorists who
 have killed 
and  maimed 
thousands  of 
inno-
cent civilians
 in Nicaragua,
 but only a 
relative  handful 
of 
brave 
souls  like 
Vv'illson
 are willing 
to step 
forward
 to 
tell the 
Gipper's  
administration
 that its
 actions  in the re-
gion  are morally 
repugnant.
 
Despite
 the lack of 
any kind of 
national 
consensus  
supporting
 this war. 
the White 
House  continues
 to fund 
these 
thugs  simply 
because  the 
ruling  party of 
Nicaragua 
refuses 
to
 kowtow to 
the whims 
of the 
United
 States. 
So
 
the
 war goes 
on;  more 
Nicaraguan  
people
 keep dy 
Mg.  
and now 
American  
protesters
 are part of the
 carnage. 
Willson. 
currently  in fair 
condition  at John
 Muir 
Memorial
 Hospital 
in Vv'alnut 
Creek,  lost both 
legs and 
suffered
 head 
injuries
 when hit
 by the train.
 
He is a 
longtime peace activist and 
has  made four 
trips to 
Nicaraguan  combat 
zones.
 including a 73 -mile 
peace march 
through an area infested
 by contra terror-
ists. Last year 
he
 fasted 
for 47 
davs to 
protest  this policy 
Pro 
Dave
 
Lanson
 
and in general has helped to rekindle a peace movement 
that
 has 
lain
 
domiant
 far too
 long. 
It's incredible. but a few 
right-wing  nuts are making 
light of Willson's injuries. Sonic letters to the editor to 
Bay Area 
newspapers and calls to radio 
talkshows have 
implied that Willson got what he deserved because
 he 
was participating in civil 
disobedience
 and thus had to 
face
 the 
consequences
 of his actions. 
This cold and with any luck, isolated 
view of 
the
 incident confuses the act with the issue and com-
pletely misses  the point. The 
concept
 of 
civil disobedi-
ence involves the quasi -martyrdom of the participants 
when they are arrested and jailed. That alone 
is the con-
sequence of the action and not 
life -threatening txxiily in-
juries.  
Civil 
disobedience  has a long tradition in American 
politics. Those who took part in the Boston Tea Party 
broke  the law to make their point. And the Martin Luther 
Kings and Rosa Parkses of this country also violated the 
la% in their protests and paid 
the price by being arrested. 
Their actions also happened to help change this country 
for the 
better. 
When protesters block train 
tracks  or barricade the 
entrance to a nuclear 
weapons
 lab, they do so with the 
understanding
 that the authorities will not allow tral-
fic  or in this case,
 a train  to run over them \\ 
'son did 
not intend to subject
 himself to the 
possibility'  of 
being hit by 
the train. but he 
erred  in assuming the 
Navy 
would
 show at least a 
modicum of 
respect
 for human 
life 
by having 
sheriff's deputies
 remove the 
protesters before
 
sending the train on its v, ay . 
These protests 
have
 heen going
 on at 
the Concord 
Station 
since  June. so 
base
 authorities
 and the 
train's en-
gineers 
knew the 
protesters
 would he 
on the tracks. 
And  
now several 
members  of 
Congress.
 Bay Area 
Reps.  Flar-
bara Boxer 
and Ron Dellums.
 in particular, 
have  called 
for an 
investigation
 of the 
incident.
 With luck. 
indict-
ments and
 jail terms for some 
Navy brass will be the 
re-
sult.  
Protesters  like 
Willson
 
undertake  such actions to in-
terfere with the big 
business  of 
death  and destruction
 be-
cause
 their consciences
 tell them 
that the current
 admin-
istration
 is helping 
to escalate 
an
 insane arms 
race and is 
taking 
the countrv 
toward a 
dead-end  war 
in
 Central 
America.
 They also 
believe that 
their  responsibilities
 as 
citizens require them to 
speak  
out by taking non-violent
 
actions
 to end these 
policies.  
Too
 many people 
dismiss political
 protesters as 
simply a tiny
 bunch of disgruntled
 radicals who bitch 
and  
moan while forgetting  lam 
good  
they have it in this 
country.  This 
apathetic,
 head -in -the
-sand attitude 
would  
be perfect in the Sov
 let
 Union. 
where 
the like-minded 
government
 also v iews 
political  protest as 
unpatriotic.  
No society is 
perfect  and 
any foreign
 or 
domestic
 
policy can be improved. Private Citi/CT1N V,110 recognize
 
their responsibility' to change policies or stop immoral 
actions  by the government are the epitome of patriotism. 
Freedom has to 
exercised
 regularly or else 
it atro-
phies. Brave people like S. Brian 
Willson help keep us 
free 
and  try to keep our policies morally
 consistent. 
Protester
 should 
have
 
used other
 methods
 
S.
 Brian 
Willson  
chose
 the wrong
 method
 to mak,: 
his 
political  voice 
heard.  
Blocking
 the tracks
 leading 
to a 
government
 instal
 
lation is 
not  the 
best
 form of 
"peaceable
 assembly."
 To 
be heard.
 you have
 to make
 people 
listen. 
Maybe  not 
sympathetically,
 
but  at least 
without the
 rancor 
that
 pro-
test instills 
in those 
being  
protested
 against. 
Political  
activists  will 
try  to use 
the
 Willson 
protest 
incident
 to further
 their own 
causes. 
Rep.  Ron 
Dellunts,  
D
-Oakland. 
sent Willson
 a telegram
 which 
contained  
language 
critical  of the 
Navy's 
conduct  in the 
incident. 
Despite 
%Oat
 Dellums
 may 
think,
 the 
actions
 of the 
Navy 
in no way 
resulted  
in the 
injuries
 
Willson received. Jesse 
Jackson might
 have 
thought
 about this
 before he 
stepped  
to the 
microphone  to 
spout his 
usual  line of 
anti -what-
ever.  
Political  
activism
 is 
guaranteed
 to us 
by
 the Consti-
tution.
 We have 
the right to 
make our 
voices  heard 
and to 
question  the 
actions and
 policies 
of
 our 
government.  
We elect  the 
politicians 
whom  
we
 feel will 
best  rep-
resent
 our interests
 to the 
government.  
And if we 
don't. 
like
 what they 
do or say. 
we can easily
 replace 
them  by 
voting them
 out of 
office. There
 are 
many
 other 
law-
abiding  
avenues
 we 
can  use to 
get  the 
govemment  
to
 lis-
ten 
to us - 
writing  
letters
 to our 
Congressmen
 or circu-
lating  a 
petition.  
for 
example.  
In
 part. the 
First 
Amendment  
reads  . . 
."Congress  
shall 
make no 
law  . . 
.abridging  the 
freedom 
of
 speech, 
or of 
the 
press,
 or 
of
 the right
 
of the people peaceably
 
to 
assemble 
. . ." 
Russ
 
Baggerly  
But  Willson stood 
in front ot a train. 
a moving 
train, and he 
refused  to move. Cold, 
hard  reality doesn't 
bend
 for even the most
 noble ideal. Trains 
can't stop 
very quickly - that has 
to
 do with natural laws like 
mo-
mentum.
 inertia and human reaction 
time. 
The engineer of the 
Navy
 locomotive will have to 
live with 
the horror of the accident
 just like everyone 
else 
there. 
Hut he was 
sitting
 at the throttle of 
thousands of 
tons of 
machinery.  As a 
locomotive  increases its 
mo-
mentum. the 
diesels have proportionally
 less work to do 
and as a direct
 result. tend to "wind out.'
 That sounds 
just like an increase in 
speed, as anyone who has worked
 
around
 trains will tell you. 
Also,  once set in motion, 
trains
 just do not have the 
ability  to equal the stopping 
capabilities
 of. say. an automobile 
or even a truck. The 
train simply
 could not have stopped in time. 
From 
what  witnesses are saying, 
the  actions of the 
Letter to the 
Editor 
AIDS 
column  wrong, 
student says 
Editor, 
As a concerned 
student.  I have a bone to 
pick with 
the Spartan Daily 
(a
 superior college publication?).
 In a 
recent 
Forum column.
 journalist fand 
obvious 
novice)
 
Richard
 Motroni reported the story of the Ray
 children of 
Arcadia. Flonda. The children received the
 Acquired 
Immune Deficiency Syndrome virus 
via  bltxxi transfu-
sions.
 
Motroni and the Spartan Daily showed 
ignorance  by 
misrepresenting scientific fact. Matron' reported that 
"AIDS can only be transmitted by sexual or saliva con-
tact. 
blood 
transfusions.
 
contaminated
 
needles  
or 
medi-
cation.''
 
Get 
the  
facts  
straight!
 In 
a 
pamphlet  
mailed
 to 
all 
SJSU
 
students
 over
 the 
summer.
 it 
was 
stated 
that 
al-
though  
the 
AIDS  
virus 
can 
be
 
detected  
in 
sweat.  
tears  
and  
saliva,  
no 
reported
 
cases  
have  
been  
transmitted
 
through
 such 
laxly 
fluids.  
A% a 
journalistic
 
publication
 
since 
1934,
 the 
Daily
 
should
 know better.
 
Society's
 
one  
defense
 
against
 AIDS 
is the spread 
of 
infonnation.
 Get 
with
 
it! 
William
 
Elias 
Sophomore
 
Radio/TV
 
Navy during the 
incident were far from 
reckless.
 as Del -
toms contends. Instead. 
Naval  personnel acted in a 
ma-
ture. responsible
 manner to save 
Willson's life. 
Despite what Willson wrote in 
his letter to the sta-
tion commander "If 
not incarcerated, diseased 
or 
othenvise disabled.
 I am committed. as the 
spirit  moves 
nte. to 
he physically on the 
tracks
 for part of each of the 
40
 days (of the planned 
protest)"
 the likelihood that 
he wanted
 to become a 
martyr  is remote. 
If that turns 
out to be the case and 
if Willson fully 
intended to end
 his life to dramatize the 
cause he and his 
misguided
 friends were pronuning.
 he still went about it 
the 
wrong way. Willson 
has  made himself a 
tool
 of other 
interest
 groups, led 
by Jackson and 
'60s  singer Joan 
Piaci.
 
whose  motives
 
may not 
prove to he as high or pure 
as Willson claims his were. 
Willson's  
associates jumped out
 of the path of the 
train and out
 of physical 
danger.
 It will he 
interesting  to 
read, 
in
 the coming 
weeks  what these 
other  protesters 
will say. How 
will they. use the "instant
 fame  that Wil-
lson's accident
 will bring? Let's 
see if they  can control
 
their
 emotions and not 
become  media- hounds.
 
It would be 
too bad if they waste 
their opportunity 
to reach the 
public. making 
wild claims and 
bringing  
groundless 
accusations
 of misconduct
 
against  
the
 Navy. 
If they can't handle
 it or if they or 
Willson  blow it, 
then he will have 
wasted both his body. 
anti the chance 
to promote
 his cause. His political 
significance.  bearing 
in mind the 
tragic
 origin. will he 
lost as well. 
Willson  deserves to avoid that 
tragedy. at least. 
Forum  
Policy  
The 
Spartan  Daily 
encourages  readers to 
write 
letters 
to the editor.
 However. personal
 attacks
 and 
letters  in poor taste will 
not be published. All 
letters  
may he edited for
 length or libel. 
Letters must
 bear the writer's name. major, 
phone number
 and class level. Phone 
numbers
 and 
anonymous 
letters will not he printed. 
Deliver
 letters to the Daily
 office on the second 
floor of Dwight Bente, Hall. 
or to the Student Union 
information 
desk. 
Editors'
 
Roundtable
 
Jeff 
Goularte  
Glasnost and 
hooligans 
M:ulnas
 Rusi is 
lucky  to be alive. 
If this I 9 -year -old West German had 
attempted to fly
 his single -engine Cessna 
aircrat t into 
Moscow's  Red Square 
at
 any other 
point in recent
 history. his plane would 
have  been 
blown
 out of the sky, 
no questions asked.
 
Rut Rust's daring act occurred 
at
 a time when 
the Soviet Union is perpetuating the notion 
of dem-
ocratic openness,
 or "glasnost. .' At this point, to 
have destroyed the aircraft without warning,
 would 
have ruined 
comrade Gorbachev's carefully orches-
trated
 publit: 
relations  
campaign. Afterall. the 
mod-
ern Soviet state. the West should know 
by now, is 
for peace and love, not death or war. 
Rust has been in jail since 
he was arrested May 
28 after 
flying  across more than MX) miles of 
Soviet  
airspace. territory protected by some of the world's 
most sophisticated
 air 
defenses.
 
Rust's aircraft did not
 go undetected, though. 
He has said he was 
observed
 and even escorted by 
members  
of 
the Soviet air force for a 
brief period of 
time. In this case, it seems that
 the Soviet powers -
that -he exercised a common sense
 approach in re-
gards to the intruder. 
As 
Rust  sat in jail, Soviet 
prosecutors prepared 
their  case. Eventually, three charges
 were levied 
against 
him  violating international 
flight rules, 
violating
 the Soviet border and.
 get this, malicious 
hooliganism. 
In the trial,
 which began last 
Wednesday,  Vla-
dimir Andreyev. 
prosecutor
 for the Soviets, 
wanted
 
Judge  Robert Tikhomirnov
 to sentence Rust
 to 
eight years in 
a labor camp for his crimes.
 
Rust 
acknowledged
 his 
guilt  on the first two
 
charges. hut 
contested the 
hooliganism  charge. 
Dis-
turbed by the 
"failed" superpower 
summit in 
Reykjavik, he claimed his 
sole  
intention  in 
making 
the flight was to proniote 
world  
peace.
 The Soviet 
Supreme  Court 
rejected
 that contention.
 however, 
and 
sentenced Rust on 
Friday to four years 
in a 
labor
 
camp.
 
"Rust was most of 
all 
governed
 by adventurist
 
intentions."
 
Tikhoinimov
 said.
 "He was 
striving 
for 
popularity and 
self-advertsiment."
 
Which  may be 
true. Rust's 
flight did create
 
headlines 
around the 
world,  and he has 
become a 
folk hero
 in West 
Germany.  
It
 embarrassed
 the 
Kremlin 
and  caused a 
military 
shake-up,  
including  
the 
dismissal 
of the air 
defense  forces
 
commander.
 
But
 V, as the 
Soviet 
handling  of 
the Rust 
case 
an aberration 
of 
normal
 shoot -first
-and -ask
-ques-
tions -later
 procedure.
 or simply
 ev idence 
of glas-
nost at work? 
Since there was 
a 
military
 
shake-up,
 
the former 
makes  more sense. 
Altera'', Rust is no less of 
a 
hooligan  than 
U.S. Army 
Maj.  Arthur D. 
Nicholson.  Jr., who 
was 
convicted
 
of 
"hooliganism'.
 and 
executed  on 
the spot 
hy East German
 border guards
 in 1985? 
And before
 Nicholson.
 the 
world  became
 
aware of the 
summary
 conviction
 
and 
execution
 of 
269 
"hooligans."  
including
 Larry 
P.
 McDonald
  
a 
U.S.
 
Congressman,  
aboard 
the  Korean
 Air Lines
 
Boeing
 747 
which  
strayed
 too 
close to 
the  island 
of 
Sakhalin
 for 
Soviet
 comfort
 in 1983. 
Or what 
about  the 
millions  of 
people  in 
(1.;:eLcvh..,oslovakia.
 Hungary,
 
Afghanistan,
 
portions  
of 
Africa
 and 
Central  
America
 whose
 
acts of 
"hoo-
liganism'.
 have 
been 
quellched  
by
 ruthless
 military
 
Rust's 
lenient 
conviction
 could 
he a 
result  of 
glasnost.
 But 
with a 
major 
nuclear  
arms 
reduction  
treaty 
in the 
offing  and
 a highly
-successful,
 v. 
orld-
wide  
public
 
relations
 
campaign  
having  
conned  
most
 
of the 
West 
into 
believing  
that the
 
Soviets
 are 
peace -loving
 reformists, it's 
more
 
likely  the 
Soviet
 
hierarchy
 simply
 had too 
much
 to lose 
by 
shooting
 
down 
Rust's  
plane.
 
With
 respect to 
glasnost.
 
Rust  
will  
serve  a 
few 
days of his 
sentence  then he 
released
 
whenever
 
the 
Soviet's
 public relations 
apparatus
 
needs
 a 
boost.  
because 
that's the real 
name  of 
the
 
game
 
public
 
relations.  And
 the 
Soviets
 are 
winning.  
Jeff 
Coularte  is 
the  
Forum  
page  
editor. 
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Iran,
 
Iraq
 agree
 
to 
'cease-fire'
 
MANAMA,
 
Bahrain
 (AP) -- 
War  
eneniies  Iran 
and Iraq
 observed
 an 
informal 
cease-fire
 
in the
 Per-
sian
 Cull for 
a 
third  
day  Tuesday 
after  
both  
sides
 at-
tacked 
nearly.
 two dozen ships in one of the fiercest 
weeks in 
the tanker
 war. 
Diplomats
 
said
 the 
lull
 
was  directly 
tied to the 
peace initiative
 of U.N. 
Secretary
-General
 Javier 
Pere,  de Cuellar.
 
They
 said 
he
 made 
a 
cessation
 of 
gulf 
hostilities  a pre
-condition
 for  his 
mission  that
 be-
gins
 
in
 Tehran 
on 
Thursday
 and will later take
 him
 to 
ag
 
Wad.  
The diplomats insisted on anonymity. 
A dispute between Iran and Kuwait escalated. 
meanwhile. v,.ith claims by Iran that officials in Ku-
wait %%vie harassing Iranian immigrants there and had 
ordered 
the  
expulsion  
of a sixth Iranian 
diplomat.
 
In the gult shipping sources said there 
appeared 
to be more vessel 
movements  than usual as 
companies  
iook  
advantage of the
 pause 
in the 3' 
"-year-old  
raids
 
ai 
commercial
 shipping. 
haq, at 
war  with Iran
 since 
September
 
1980, 
strike, at ships carrying 
Iranian
 oil to hurt 
Iran 
eco-
mum, ly 
and force it to the peace
 table. 
Iran  strikes 
at (Owl 
shipping,
 saying if the 
gulf is not 
safe
 for 
its 
sessek
 it 
willing  be safe 
for nobody.' s 
ships. 
I  .S. 
sources.  speaking 
on condition
 of not being 
'detail led. said the 
Navy was preparing
 for the
 first 
to the
 area by Rear Adm.
 Dennis M. Brooks,
 re-
centl% named overall commander
 for the 
growing
 
l'.S naval task force in the region. 
I ati has said it would 
abide by a July 20 United 
Nations
 
Security  
Council  resolution calling.
 for a per-
manent cease-fire
 in the war if Iran does.
 Tehran has 
agreed 
only
 to discuss the 
proposal.  U.N. officials 
said  earlier. 
The United States 
has sworn to safeguard
 free 
navigation in the 
gulf. through which
 passes about 20 
percent of 
the  
non-communist
 world's oil. 
The 
United  States 
agreed  to 
re -register I I Ku-
waiti  tankers so 
they
 could have U.S. 
Navy  escorts to 
protect then) from Iranian attack. 
More
 than 
two dozen Navy. ships are now
 operat-
ing  either inside the 
gulf  or in nearby 
waters.
 
Trial to affect veterans
 
S AN FRANCISC() (AP) After years
 of legal 
skirmishes
 and tines against 
the  
government
 for 
de-
St111. 
e
 a 
federal
 trial opened Tuesday 
that  
could 
allow
 
% 
eterans
 exposed to atomic  
radiation  
to 
hire  
anoint.%  to challenge benefits 
decisions.
 
A Bei kele% based 
veterans  group. w Inch 
rep-
resents
 
vets 
exposed
 
to radiation during 
the  
Wiirld
 
War II bombings of Hiroshima
 and Nagasaki and I alei 
nuclear
 tests, is fighting a Civil War -era law limiting 
attorneys' fees in benefits cases to $10. 
A victory
 by the 
National
 Association of Radia-
tion Survivors against the
 Veterans Administration 
also 
would set a precedent that could help veterans 
harmed 
by 
asbestos
 or 
the  
defoliant
 Agent Orange. 
said NARS attorney Gordon Erspamer. 
Erspamer calls the law 
an
 "historical artifact'. 
that has the effect of limiting the veterans' rights to 
appeal VA benefits decisions. 
Besides  the fee limit. veterans 
are  barred from 
suing 
the government
 for 
negligently  causing
 injuries, 
and VA determinations on 
benefits  can't be appealed 
to 
the courts. 
"It's a very, very 
important
 case for veterans." 
said Erspamer. "Veterans 
don't have many civil 
rights. Theyre
 second class citizens. 
It's really bad. 
The yegulations
 are incredibly. complicated. 
the VA 
discourages hearings and they
 take improper actions. 
The VA takes a lot of shortcuts in the interest of 
sav-
ing money. It's shocking." 
AIDS 
victim
 sues to 
teach  
LOS
 ANGELES (AP) - 
An AIDS -stricken tea-
cher 
lost  a bid Tuesday to return to the
 classroom over 
schtx)I officials' 
objections when a 
judge  ruled that a 
full 
trial was needed on the health 
and safety issues. 
Vincent Chalk. 42. of 
Long Beach. could 
win  
the right
 to return to 
teaching
 through a trial,
 U.S. 
District  Judge William P. Gray 
said. 
But Gray refused to 
issue  a preliminary injunc-
tion ordering 
Orange  County schtx)I officials
 to let 
him go back 
to
 teaching
 
before  
that. 
"The problem 
is
 that we simply do not know
 
enough about 
AIDS to be completely 
certain" 
Chalk's students would be 
safe,  Gray said. 
Chalk had taught hearing
-impaired students at 
Venado 
Middle Schtx)I and University High
 Schotil in 
Irvine for the 
past six years. 
"Being the 
parents  of deaf children presents dif-
ficulties enough," 
Gray said. "I'm reluctant to add 
another 
difficulty."  
Chalk was
 diagnosed as having pneumonia stem-
ming from acquired immune
 deficiency syndrome in 
February and took six weeks off. 
Both his private physician and Dr. Thomas Pren-
dergast. Orange County's chief of disease control, 
said he was able to 
return  to teaching last April, but 
school 
officials  would not allow him 
back  until the 
following 
schtx)I  year. 
He then 
was told the only post available for him 
this year 
would  be in the departnient office writing 
vocational
-education
 grant proposals. 
Chalk argued that officials were violating his 
rights by. not allowing him to continue
 to leach. 
"If the medical community finds me healthy 
enough to work.
 1 don't see any need for the 
depart-
ment to keep me out,' ' he said.
 
AIDS attacks the body's iininune system. ren-
dering it incapable of resisting other infections and 
certain 
cancers. 
Spartaguide
 
The Career 
Planning and Place 
mem
 Center will hold a 
panel dis 
cussion  on 
Non
-Traditional
 Social 
Work
 Careers today 
from 9 a.m. to 
noon. The 
panel  will 
meet
 in the Stu-
dent Union Loma 
Prieta  Room to ex-
plore
 career  opportunities
 
beyond
 
traditional 
social work jobs. 
For
 in-
formation call
 Cheryl A. 
Allmen
 
277-2272.
 
 
  
The 
Associated
 Students is 
ac-
cepting 
applications  for the 
positions 
of Director
 of 
Business  
Affairs
 and 
Director  of 
Students 
Rights and
 Re-
sponsibilities.
 
Interested
 persons 
may
 apply in the 
A S. offices 
on
 the 
3rd 
floor  of the 
Student  Union 
all 
week. 
For  information 
call 
Michele
 
Bertolone at 
277-3201. 
   
Delta  Sigma Pi. the Profes-
sional 
Co-ed  HUSilleSS 
Fratemity.  III 
be recruiting today 
thru Sept. 1 Stli 
from 8 a. III. 10 
2:30 p.m. on 
the  first 
flotir of the 
Business  Tower 
in front 
of the elevator.
 For
 
infonnation  
con-
tact 
Paul()  Oli% eira  
at 998-4328. 
  
 
The 
College  Republicans
 will 
hold  a new 
members  meeting
 today 
at 12:30 p.m. 
in
 the Student 
Union  
Guadulupe Room.
 For information 
call
 Jill Cisowski 
at 358-1061. 
   
The Re-entry 
Advisory. Pro-
gram 
will hold a brown -bag 
lunch on 
"Putting
 your support system 
in 
place." 
in the Student Union Pa-
checo Room from 12:30 
to I:30 
p.m. today. For information call 
Virginia 
O'Reilly  at 277-2(X)5. 
   
Student 
Health Services ha% e a 
Student 
Health  Ad% isory 
Committee 
meeting  for students
 
interested
 in 
health policies and programs. 
The 
meeting will take place 
today  from 
12:30 to 1:31) p.m. in Health Build-
ing 
Room 208. For infomiation 
call  
Oscar 
Battle  at 277-3622. 
   
The 
Associated
 Students will 
hold an Open House today at 1:30 
p.m. 
in the 
A.S. 
offices  on the 
lid 
flotir of the
 Student 
Union.
 
All  
dents are invited to attend the A 
S 
Board of 
Directors
 
meeting
 after the 
()pen House in the council chambers 
next
 to the A.S.
 of t 
ices.  
For
 infor 
illation contact  Michele Bertolone at 
277-32(11. 
A.S. 
supports
 
equal  
parking  
fees for 
CSU  
system
 
By David Barry 
Dady 
staff writer 
In w hat may have been a voice 
of 
support for 
a lost 
cause. 
the Asso-
ciated
 Students 
Board  of Directors
 
voted last 
week
 to urge the 
Califor-
nia 
State 1 'in% eisit%
 Board of 
Trust-
ees to 
Rose 
pin king. 
fees 
equally 
throughout  the 
19 school C'SU 
sys-
tem.
 
The trustees 
are scheduled 
to 
decide
 
on Sept 
16 
hether  to raise 
rates 
h% iisinv either the fixed -fee 
plan oi (hitch:midi
 system. 
 
l'ilder  ilic 
lived -fee plan, stu 
dents 
and  tat ultv 
throughout
 thc 
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CS1. 
system  would see
 fees raised 
from 
current
 cost of $33.75 a semes-
ter 
to 
$63.
 
 Under the 
differential
 
sys-
tem. students and
 faculty would
 
have
 their parking fees raised based 
on a formula of the 
ratio  of 
garage 
parking
 
spaces  
to 
tiital
 
parking  
splices  on the campus It- this plan 
were to 
be 
approved  by
 the trustees,
 
students
 and faculty at SJSU and San 
Francisco State University
 would 
pay Sal a semester
 the most ex-
pensive in the system
 because (it the 
high number 
of garage
 spaces 
on the 
campuses. The other 17 
schools 
would have fees. which would range 
from $54 to $72. 
The two 
proposals  were sent to 
the trustees by a 
CSU  task force on 
parking which concluded in June 
that fees had 
to
 be raised in order to 
keep up with 
the  need for parking in 
the system and 
to meet increasing 
rates of 
inflation.  
If 
approved.
 the fee increase 
would be 
implemented  in fall 1988. 
Tom Boothe. A.S. director of 
California  State affairs. 
proposed
 
that 
the A.S. board support the 
fixed
-fee increase because under the 
differential  
sy stem SJSU
 is penal 
ifed 
for 
being 
located  
in
 a 
urban
 
area. Fitarthe
 
also
 
pointed
 
out
 that if 
the 
differential 
s%stern were
 ap-
proved, 
SJSU students 
and  fac-
ulty 
- along ith 
those from 
Sall  
Francisco State
 would be 
paying
 
the most 
to park in the 
CSU system. 
but under 
the five-year 
capital outlay 
plan 
would  
only
 be receiving
 
money  
for repairs on the
 Seventh Street 
Ga 
rage.
 
But 
as
 Dan Buerger 
- executive 
assistant 
to
 SJSU 
President
 Gail 
Ful-
lerton 
pointed 
out  after the 
board  
voted 
841-2  to back the 
resolution.
 it 
can
 only be 
successful 
if
 the other 
CSU
 
schools  
take  
SJSU's  
stand. 
This. 
however.
 is unlikely 
since 
only 
students anti 
faculty at SJSU.
 
San 
Francisco
 State 
and San 
Diego  
State 
University  
would  be 
paying  
more 
than
 $63 a 
semester.  
Students
 
and  faculty 
at California
 State 
Uni-
versity 
at Northridge 
would pay $63
 
a 
semester,  while 
those at the
 other 
15 
schools would 
be
 under $63. 
The  
Califomia
 State 
Students  
Association,  
which is 
composed  of 
representatives
 from all 
19 setaxils,
 
is not 
scheduled
 to take a 
stand on 
'I'   Boothe 
. . . State 
ollairs  director 
this
 issue 
until next week.
 In 
1984,  
the last
 time tees were 
raised.  the 
CSSA remained neutral. 
However. this time neutrality is 
probably not an option because, as a 
spokesman for the CSU office in 
Long 
Beach  said last month, the 
trustees are likely to approve one of 
these proposal', 
because the 
five-yeal  
capital outlay plan for the self-sup 
ported CSU parking system has al 
ready been drawn up and need, 
money. 
in
 order to work. 
Get 
Exposure  
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BAR/BRI
 
LSAT
 
# 
4 
OVER
 
I KAPLAN 
OUR 
GUARANTEE 
SCORE
 IN THE TOP 204 
OR TAKE OUR NEXT 
COURSE
 FREE 
TSAI   
GMAT
  CIE  
MCAT 
CALL 
(415) 
441-5600  ' 
tin 
AKBAY AN 
will
 hold its tirst
 
general
 
meeting
 
along  with
 a speaker 
on
 
current
 Philippines 
esent, 
at 3 
p.m. 
today  in the 
Student  Al-
maden Room. 
For 
infoi
 mania)
 con-
tact Joshua
 L. 
Fraricis,ii
 
at
 734-
4445.
 
   
The C'areer Planning anti Place-
ment Center will hold a workshop on 
co-op 
orientation
 today 
at
 1:30 p.m. 
in the 
Student
 Union Umunhuni 
Room. For information 
call  Cheryl 
A. Allmen at 
277-2272.
 
 
  
The  Career 
Planning  and 
Place-
ment  
Center will have a woi Whip to 
critique 
student's
 rough drafts ot 
re-
sumes
 and letters.
 The 
woi 
kshop  
will
 take
 place 
tomorrow
 from
 
2 to 4 
p.m. in the
 Student 
Union  Almaden
 
Room. 
For  
information
 
call
 Cheryl 
A. Allmen
 at 277-2272. 
 
  
The  Water Polo and Swimming 
Club w ill have its 
second meeting 
to-
moriow
 
at
 the 
men's  pool. SPX 
20. 
at 
3:30  
p.m.  For
 
intormation  call ()l-
iver Wingenter 978-5871 or Ro-
nialdo Lope, 277-34
 13. 
   
The Physics 
Department  will 
have a seminar at 4 p.m. tomorrow 
in the Science Building Room 25S. 
The speaker will be Carel Boekeina 
who will speak 
on
 "Physics Semi-
nar It's 
Properties  and Require-
ments." For 
information
 contact Dr. 
Carel Boekema, 277-9288. 
   
The Career Planning and Place-
ment Center will present all llppl,11(1 
nity to 
talk
 v, it 
accounting
 
emplo%
 
ers tomorrow at 4:30 p.m. in the Old 
Cafeteria till? k CIS ity Room. For in-
formation call Cheryl 
A.
 Allmen at 
277-2272. 
   
The Career Planning and Place 
ment C'enter 
will  
present  a workshop
 
on 
technique,
 tor effective 
interview
 
presentation today
 
at
 
5 
a) 
p.m.
 at 
Art 
139.
 
For  information 
call 
C'heryl  
A. Allmen at 277-227.2. 
   
The IRM Club will ha% c 
meeting today Irian 5 to 6 
tile Stlideta Union L'ostanoan Room. 
For information call Susan Auhery  at 
984-8772. 
   
The Karate Club 
ill sponsor 
seminars
 and 
wink 
shops  by
 
Grand 
Master
 Shot() 'ram...id in SPX 
HY 
from
 6 co 
7 
1). and
 Sat-
MAU% .11Ikl SlIlld.1% .11 tO tie 
untainted
 
1, 
intorniation
 
contact
 
Isar)
 IA'ada al '16 
saw) 
   
1 he \mei 
'tan Christian 
Fellow
 ship w 
shave its weekly 
meeting 
(oda% 
Student 
t 
mon Costaniiaii Room 
For infor-
mation call Don Chin at 
,i97
 7sos 
   
S.A. 
will liac 
.1 
meeting
 
ot
 the
 sU-
inestei
 
tittia  at 
9:311p.m.
 in 
the  StU-
dent 
Union 
Pacheco  
Room.
 For in -
kit -mutton  contact
 Susie 
Salminen  at 
277-8225. 
 
  
The Concert
 Choir  w 
ill  hold 
choral 
auditions
 
Sept
 ') 
Is
 by ap-
pointment  in 
the Musa 
Building 
Room 
262.  For 
information  
contact 
Dr. Charlene
 Archibeque 
at
 277-
'923.  
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Defense
 shines in 
Spartans'
 24-3 
win 
over
 
EIU
 
By Brent Ainsworth 
Daily staff writer 
It wasn't as 
convincing  as most 
Spartan fans expected, and at 
times 
it was
 downright boring. But if sta-
tistics are worth the paper they're 
typed on, SJSU 
can  be proud. 
The favored SJSU 
football  team 
scored 
a 24-3 victory over Eastern Il-
linois Satunlay in the
 1987 season 
opener at Spartan Stadium. 
As expected, quarterback Mike
 
Perez threw for nearly
 300 yards:
 the 
Football
 
running back tandem
 of Kenny Jack-
son and James 
Saxon  waltzed past 
the Panther 
defense with relative 
ease; and the
 Spartan defense ham-
mered  its first victim into 
oblivion  as 
18.237 witnesses watched SJSU 
win  
its 10th consecutive game. 
Not expected,
 however, was 
the rustiness of the highly -touted 
Spartan 
offense  led by 
Perez,
 who 
rallied to salvage what could 
have 
been
 a statistically 
fatal  blow to his 
Hcisman Trophy campaign. 
Perez connected on 
27 of 45 
passes for 291 yards 
and two touch-
downs, a 
better
-than -average af-
terntxm 
by most standards. Yet 
he 
considered
 it a frustrating
 perfor-
mance.  Often, accurate 
passes
 
bounced off receivers'
 hands and 
wide-open targets were overthrown. 
Perez actually completed three 
more passes  to the 
Eastern
 Illi-
nois secondary. 
Two of them, 
according
 to the coaches, were due 
to 
mis-run pass 
routes.
 
"We struggled offensively," 
head coach Claude Gilbert said. 
"Mike's timing was off. He wasn't 
as sharp as he could've
 been." 
"I'm not real happy with my 
performance," Perez said. "I threw 
some interceptions and we had trou-
ble figuring out their coverages. I'm 
not worried about the statistics or na-
tional 
recognition.  The only stat I 
look at is whether we win or lose." 
It was a rough start for the 
SJSU offense as it sputtered through 
the first quarter. Perez finished the 
1 5 -minute span
 with just 21 yards 
passing on three completions. 
Jackson was the first to catch 
fire when he took a handoff and 
darted through the left side of the 
line for 27 yards, setting up a 33 -
yard Sergio Olivarcz field goal and a 
3-0 lead. 
(Aivarez would fare better on 
the 
afternoon  than his Panther coun-
terpart, EIU placekicker 
Rich
 
Ehmke.
 Ehmke had (immunities 
to 
ketp his team in the game, but 
missed three field goal attempts in 
the first
 half. 
With 4:35 left in the second
 
quarter, SJSU struck with 
the  quick 
Kidney
 na med PC A A 
defensive player of 
week 
Claude Gilbert
 said last 
week that Barry Kidney' wasn't a 
flashy player, but the senior line 
backer attracted enough 
attention 
to be named the PCAA's 
De
 
fensive Player of the Week for his 
flashiness in Saturday's 24-3 WIII 
over F.astern 
Illinois. 
The 6-1, 
225 -pound Kidney 
added  nine tackles, a fumble re-
covery'
 and a sack to his ledger 
and helped hold EIU to minus 
three yards rushing and 145 yards 
of total offense. 
Kidney', one of the strongest 
players on 
the SIM' club, caught 
quarterback Kurt Simon in the 
second quarter for a six-yard loss 
and 
later pounced on a 
fumbled 
exchange between Simon and 
tailback DuWayne
 Pitts. He 
also
 
dragged down Pitts for a six-yard 
loss. 
The Chino native called de 
fensive signals for last season-, 
PCAA championship
 team, a 
hole -plugging unit 
that yielded 
just 
1.8 yards per carry.
 Kidney 
earned
 his team's Defensive 
Player of the 
Year award despite 
being left off the first team, all 
conference
 squad. 
screen
 
pass.  a play that 
would  work 
for two touchdowns on 
the day 
Sophomore receiver Johnny 
Johnson  
made his first 
career  reception at the 
line of scrimmage and 
watched Jack-
son and tackle Mike Bamard bow
 
over potential tacklers. Johnson fol 
lowed 
his  blocks 27 yards for the 
score.
 
Ehmke finally 
hit  the bull's-eye 
with a 35 -yard field goal 
with 41 
seconds remaining in the half to 
make it 
I0-3. 
Jackson's 
seven -yard TD run 
midway through the 
third 
quarter  
upped 
the  lead 
to 
17-3.  
EIU fumbled the ensuing kick-
off, and SJSU recovered at the Pan-
ther 28. Two plays later I.iggins
 took
 
another quick screen
 and scored 
from 25 yards out. thanks to blocks 
by tight end
 Bill Klump, 
wide 
re-
ceiver Willie 
McCloud and Barnard. 
It may have taken Perez a while 
to warm up. hut the Spartan defense 
wasted no time causing, trouble in the 
backfield. SJSU limited the 
Panthers 
to 145 total net yards and 
sacked QB Kurt Simon eight times, 
led by Norman 
Browns
 
2-1/2  
take-
downs and two by Larry Sandson. 
Panther runners netted
 minus three 
yards
 on 42 carries and were 
caught  
nine times behind the line of scrim-
mage. 
"They pressured us on every 
Nose tackle I .arry 
Sandson
 196) chases down Eastern 
Illinois  quarterback 
Kurt Simon in the
 Spartans' 24-3 victory Saturday. 
Sandson
 recorded 
play.' said EIU tailback
 DuWayne 
Pitts 
113 yards on 21 
carries).
 "They 
were quick 
and  tough up front. We 
knew
 that 
coming
 int() the 
game.
 But 
we 
were  
confident
 
that  we could run 
the ball. We just didn't 
expect that 
much 
pressure'.. 
Inside 
linebackers
 Yepi
 
Pauu.  
Barry Kidney and David KIIOX 
tune. harrassing Simon, as did 
Greg 
Cm, 
whose  nwer role hail him 
cov-
ering virtually
 the entire Panther of-
fense man-to-man.
 Kidney had nine 
total tackles to lead 
the  team. Cox 
chalked eight.
 
The 
Panther
 defensive sets 
caught Gilbert and
 staff by surprise. 
causing Pere/ to 
make
 adjustments 
at the 
line
 of scrimmage. 
Gilbert  ag-
reed with many of his players when 
he 
attributed  the slow start to 
the 
confusion 
over handling unfamiliar 
HU 
schemes.
 
"We didn't know what to ex-
pect." he said. "We went in cold 
turkey. not knowing 
what  scheme
 
they'd throw
 at us. It took us a while 
to figure out their
 alignments and 
coverages.
 We never really got in 
synch.  
' 
Jackson and Saxon, however, 
gobbled  up yardage 
from the open-
ing 
gun.  They teamed ti)
 give SJSU a 
balanced 
ground game 
that
 averaged 
siv yards 
per carry. Jackson. in pur-
suit of his second I 
.000 -yard season, 
finished the afternoon 
with  HO yards  
on
 12 
runs.  
Saxon,  who led all 
receivers  
with nine 
receptions  in the game.
 tal-
lied 25 yards on 
five  carries. 
Still, 
Gilbert
 could see
 the 
weaknesses
 in hi% 
team.  and they 
weren't all physical.
 It was the first 
meeting for the two 
whoolm  and the 
absence of a longstanding 
rivalry.  
may 
have
 tamed the usually 
spirited  
play. 
"I don't think we 
were as emo-
tionally geared as 
we could have 
been."  Gilbert said. "We
 weren't 
quite as wild-eyed as I'd like us to 
Dan 
Str,e'te}
 
two sacks
 for 
SJSE.  Si ttttt was sacked a 
total 
of
 vighl 
ti inn
 
as the Spartan 
defense
 held the Panther.; 
offense in check. 
be. But it 
Was a tot Llith,4111 
ready
 for an opponent 
like
 this. not 
knowing
 a whole lot
 about
 their 
ten  
dencies. That might have hail an et 
fect.
 
Gilbert. when asked about the 
caliber of 
competition  the 
Division  
I -AA 
Panthers
 min  
ided.  sant: 
"They were
 
a lot
 better 
football
 
team than any of us anticipated. 
You've got the whole world telling 
you that you're stipposed to win. and 
we 
did.  It wasn't the most artistic
 
win we've
 ever had. I learned a long 
time 
ago to 
he happy- with ic 
tory."
 
NOTEsi Pere, gakc tans a ,are cavls 
the second guano. when he st.a..1,t,  ectithe 
to his feet alter throwing
 his second mtercep. 
lion Iic 
had taken a shot 
to the
 jaw 
after 
throw and .as dared hnells. hut Ictruncd
 
the huddle the 
nest  sou,  I 
went blank for a second... hc saul 
clean shot Itri OK.
 though.- NA hen I II . 
Scott Johnson picked ol a Pere,  
r.t, 
first quarter. d 
.as the Ilet.tn.th tt, 
first interception in I II attempts data, 
. 
to 
Iasi
 t:itr's 
lINI k eau.. I he 
sn
 at.u, 
l't ROI \ II 
Slatt 12 
, a. 
I , 
SUF.
 1 
24 I I I P.1, 
Ilassaii  4: t 
s.ai, 
r 
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Whether
 you're into business, 
science or engineering, TI has 
all the right calculators with 
all 
the right functions for you. 
Every  year, thousands of- 
hapless  
students  watch their
 
course
 load
 
become an 
overload.
 And every 
year, the smart ()nes among them 
pick up a 
Tl 
calculator
 
and take 
a 
load  off. 
TI offers 
everything  from 
advanced 
scientifics 
that  clock 
your  
performances,
 to 
program-
mables  that speak 
your  language, 
to 
a solar
-powered
 
financial
 calcu-
lator  that highlights your answers 
even 
in
 
lowlight
 conditions. 
And the large, color
-coded
 
I, 
and simple 
keyboard  layouts mcii 
you'll 
spend  less time 
figuring  
out the 
calculator  and more
 t i Inc 
figuring
 
out your problems.
 
0 
1987 TI. "'Trademark
 of Tex. Instrument, 
Ill re. ,t tte.1 
 
 
 
 
bST th 
lee 
lc le 
el 
lineu
 
only 
84 
rept! 
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Spartans
 
suffer  
loss  
to 
Irvine
 in 
overtime
 
By 
Richard  
Motronl
 
Daily
 start 
writer  
After the
 
opening
 4-1 
loss to 
USF. 
Spartan  goalie
 Jerry
 Nelson 
commented
 that
 he 
was  shell-
shocked  
by the 
Dons' 
fierce 
at-
tacking  offense. 
Yet,
 
coming
 home
 from 
UC 
Irvine 
after the 
PCAA 
opener  this 
past  
Sunday,
 
Nelson  
must  have 
been 
stunned.  
The
 Spartan
 soccer
 squad 
squandered  
a 1-0 lead
 in the 
first  
half.
 allowed 
the 
Anteaters  to 
tie 
the
 game 
and  then 
totally 
col-
lasped 
during 
double  
overtime  
to
 
lose 
3-1. 
Things
 seemed
 to go 
the 
Spartans 
way in 
the  first 
half
 
when 
foward  
Matt  Lord 
scored  an 
unassisted
 goal 
at
 9:18, to 
give 
SJSU a 1-0 lead. 
The 
Spartan 
defense 
that 
looked
 confused
 in 
the USF 
game.
 was sharp
 as they 
kept the 
Anteaters
 from 
mounting 
any 
kind of 
threat  throughout
 the 
first  
half. 
Then in the 
second halt the 
Spartans
 went 
downhill. 
Kevin 
Peterson 
passed 
to midfielder
 
Darren  
RedoIla  v..ho 
scored
 at 
72:00  into the 
game to tie 
it
 at one 
apiece. 
SJS1.1's  offense
 remained 
dead
 for the rest 
game. thanks 
in large 
part  to Irvine', goalie 
Mi-
chael 
Gartlan  who 
played
 a bril-
liant game 
by. saving 
13 goal at-
tempts on 13 
shots. 
Spartans'
 goalie Nelmm 
was  
just 
as tough saving
 five goals 
on
 
14 shots.
 hut
 the mounting pres-
sure from 
Irvine's 
offense  soon 
proved
 to be 
tix) much
 to 
handle.
 
Anteater  forward
 Mike Per-
isi 
scored
 with 
100:44 in 
double  
overtime  and 
then  another 
Peter-
son 
to 
Redolla
 
combination
 
eight  
minutes  later 
sealed the 
Spartans 
fate for 
good.  
The 
loss gave 
SJSU  an 0-1
 
PCAA
 
record
 and 0-2 
overall 
mark.  The 
team's
 next 
game  is 
tonight 
7:30  at 
Spartan
 Stadium
 
against Chico 
State. 
Strike
 date  picked 
WASHINGTON
 (AP) - 
The 
NFL Players
 Association said 
Tues-
day it will strike
 on Sept. 22. after 
the second week 
of
 the season. un-
less there is considerable 
progress 
toward a new contract with the 
own-
ers. 
"Management left us no choice 
but  to set a strike deadline," Gene 
Upshaw,  the executive director of 
the players
 association. said after the 
24-4 vote by the 
player representa-
tives of the 28 teams. 
"We're willing to bargain,
 but 
we
 can only do that at the bargaining
 
table. 
And by setting a deadline. we 
hope to get 
management
 to talk with 
us." Upshaw 
said. 
Jack Donlan,
 executive 
director 
of  the Management Council, said in 
a statement released by 
spokesman
 
John Jones that the sides would set a 
date for resumption of negotiations 
Friday,  the day after the owners 
meet in 
Chicago to discuss the situa-
tion.  Upshaw said he hoped the talks 
could resume 
on that day. 
The two sides have met for just 
41/2 hours since 
Aug. 14 and the con-
tract 
expired  Aug. 
31.
 Each side has 
accused the 
other of not 
wanting
 to 
bargain  
face-to-face.  
"Right now we know 
what the 
deadline is." Upshaw said. 
"Jack 
and I 
have to work against
 that dead-
line, and 
if we don't meet 
that  dead-
line
 the next step
 will he taken.
 
which
 is a 
strike."'  
Asked if the strike
 deadline was 
finn,
 
Upshaw
 repliedi " 
this 
point
 
the date is there. hut e% L1,1111142 is 
negotiable... 
The 
current
 deadline is the 
same as it was five 
years  ago. m -hen 
the 
players
 struck aim 
the second 
week of the 
regular 
season.
 
The 
walkout lasted 
57 days, eliminating
 
seven 
games of the 
16 -game 
regular
 
season.  
In fact. the 
last
 four negotia-
tions with the union hae 
resulted  
strikes, the previous ones during the 
exhibition  season. 
"The 
histor,
 
ot
 thi. union
 is 
to 
put 
negotiations
 
in coms.-
 Donlan 
said in 
his statement.
 "Theyve 
never had
 a negotiation 
without
 a 
strike. Now 
that
 we know 
what
 their 
strike 
agenda is. what is 
their bargin-
ing 
agenda?"  
The 
announcement  
of
 the
 strike 
date  came 
following  a 
meeting
 be-
tween the NFLPA
 executive board
 
and most 
of
 the league', 
player
 rep-
resentatives.
 Upshaw saidthat
 after 
being 
briefed
 on the 
progress 
ot
 
between the union 
and  inanagetimit, 
the full board voted
 unanimously to 
declare a strike 
date  and 24-4 on the 
Sept. 22 date. 
Field
 hockey team 
hopes  
to 
rebound
 
By Nelson 
Cardadeiro
 
Deity staff writer
 
One may
 find it 
difficult  to 
see 
any 
similarities  
between 
a field 
hockey 
team  and a 
Chevrolet 
V-8  
engine  But 
they
 do have 
one thing 
in 
common:
 in 
case
 of a 
breakdown.  
a rebuild
 will be 
necessary  if 
there is 
any.
 hope 
of
 
accelerating  to the front
 
of the 
pack 
again.
 
Field
 hockey
 coaches,
 much
 
like 
mechanics.
 must 
do their 
home-
work  to 
he able 
to search 
for 
the 
best. 
quality  parts 
for  
the reconstruc-
tion 
Field 
hockey 
But
 v. hile an engine can be reb-
uilt 
in about two weeks, a field 
hockey. team could 
take
 a few
 
years
 
before it breaks in just right.
 
SJSI ' field hockey coach Caro-
lyn fem.!, hopes 
that her rebuilding 
process
 is 
now over 
after
 a year of 
lack luster performance. 
In 1986, 
the 
Spartans
 finished
 
tied 
for last in 
the  conference
 with a 
2-6 
record.
 their 
second
 straight 
con-
ference 
losing  mark. 
Overall. 
SJSU ended the year 
with a 2-7-3 record, the first time it 
has ever had a losing record for an 
entire seamm.
 
Since the Spartans' 
inception
 in 
1975, they've had nine conference 
first place teams and finished second 
twice.
 
Last year's team. young and 
untried m ith nine 
freshmen and 
seven 
sophomores, now has a 
year  
of 
experience
 under its 
belt and 
Lewis
 thinks it 
can get back 
into the 
winning 
ways. 
"I feel real
 griod about this 
year's 
team."  Lewis said. "We are 
ahead of last years' pace and we now 
have lots of experienced players." 
The 
biggest
 challenge, how-
ever. will be to show some confi-
dence  in their ability to 
win.
 
"They need the confidence to 
play like they can." Lewis 
said.  
"It's hard to rebound after a losing 
year. but they do have talent. 
They  
just need to believe
 it." 
According to Lewis. the team's 
strength lies in its depth. 
"We have lots of 
depth.  We 
have
 10 
players  who have equal tal-
feel real good 
about
 this year's 
team. We are ahead 
of last 
years' pace 
and we now have 
lots of experienced 
players.'  
 
Carolyn Lewis, 
Field hockey roach 
ent.'  she said. 
On
 the other hand, the
 squad's 
biggest 
weakness is an individual 
scoring  
threat.
 
"We
 don't have one player 
that's exerting
 herself to take that 
spot," Lewis said. "We 
do
 have a 
few players that have the potential to 
he that type of player." 
Those players 
would  be senior 
Marie -Cecile Savelkoul, 
junior  Tina 
Pamitt and
 freshman Kim
 Guinn. 
Savelkoul, an 
All-American
 her 
freshman
 year. is the team's
 most 
experienced
 player. 
"Her 
stick  work is good 
anti 
she causes 
problems for other 
teams... Lewis said. 
Parrott. the team's second lead-
ing scorer in 1986 (three goals) was "  
almost invited to attend a U.S. Field 
Hockey 
Development  Camp this 
summer. The camp invites 
the top 
120 players in the 
country.  
"If they could
 have taken one 
more player she would have been the 
one," 
Lewis  
said.  
Guinn, a graduate from Bran-
ham High School
 in San Jose, has 
exceptional 
ball and stick skills and 
is very quick. Lewis went
 as far as to 
say she may be one of the top fresh-
men in the 
country.  
Other players to keep an eye on 
this 
season  are midfielders Jill Ben-
son and Michelle Dunlap and 
for-
wards Sheryl Sorg and 
Sharon  Caf-
ini . 
Benson is a four-year starter 
while Dunlap is in her third year as 
a 
starter. 
Sorg led the team in scoring 
with eight goals last year and Cafini 
finished 
third with two. 
The 
top  teams in 
the  conference
 
are UC 
Berkeley and 
defending 
champion  Stanford.
 But Lewis did
 
point out 
that there "is 
no one team 
that dominates
 the conference.
 It's a 
very well-balanced
 conferece 
this .. 
year." 
Realistically.
 Lewis thinks the 
Spartans do 
have the talent to finish , 
on top. 
"It is not an unattainable goal..
 , 
it is just that we 
will
 have to work to 
get it." 
Lewis  said. 
With a little fine tuning, the , 
Spartans could 
be
 running on all 
eight
 cylinders in no time. 
Will  
umpires
 carry
 
search
 
warrants? 
(AP, 
It- baseball is 
really  se-
rious about 
this product 
purity  cam-
paign,  it 
ought  to 
distribute
 search
 
warrants  to the
 umpires 
and  require 
them 
to run game
 bats through
 air-
port 
security
 screening
 devices 
be-
fore i lig 
them 
at the plate. 
All this 
hile they 
also watch 
out for
 
pi
 itatoes being 
substituted  for 
baseball,
 
And  you thought
 the job was 
easy.
 
Three
 players 
pitchers  
Joe 
Niekro of Minnesota
 
and Kevin 
Gross  of 
Philadelphia,
 and 
Hous-
ton's 
Billy Hatcher
 have 
been 
suspended
 
this 
season  
for doing 
funny thing, 
m ith equipment.
 And 
minor-league 
catcher Dave 
Bresna-
han's  potato trick
 got him 
released.
 
This 
baseball  is 
serious
 business.
 
liresnalian's  
stunt was
 just that.
 
a stunt.
 However. 
there is a 
sinister  
side to the 
misdemeanors
  emery 
boards. 
sandpaper,
 and cork 
- for 
which the
 others were 
punished.  
Novv this. 
of course. 
is
 brand 
new in baseball. which has never 
had comedians or cheaters
 soiling its 
landscape 
before.  Casey Stengel 
once tipped
 his hat only to have a ca-
nary flutter out. He's in the Hull of 
Fame. Whitey Ford scuffed base-
balls and he's there. too. Gaylord 
Perry was accused of putting every-
thing but Elmer's Glue -All on balls 
and he won over 300 games. 
So what's new'? 
California Manager Gene 
Mauch, whose sunbaked. 
leatherly 
look testifies to the time he's spent in 
the game, shrugs off 
all the investi-
gations.  
"Oh. I  believe there may be a 
little more cheating than I 
remember  
in the past." Mauch said.
 "That's 
because there
 are so many 
dollar
 
signs next to the nunibers. The re-
wards for success are 
much 
greater." 
It 
was  against the Angels that 
Niekro was exposed. Rut Mauch had 
nothing to do 
with  that particular 
search 
and seirure. 
"Not 
once did we mention any-
thing with Niekro,'' he said. 
"They'd probably heard 
enough  or 
seen enough prior to that 
game." 
And
 Mauch has yet to confis-
cate a hat for the fashionable cork in-
spection.
 He wasn't even tempted 
when
 he saw. Dan Pasqua of the New 
York Yankees hit a change -up into 
the bullpen over the weekend. 
"That was in the 
second  in-
ning," he said. "Suppose I chal-
lenge the bat 
then.  Then I can't chal-
lenge again. It's an invitation to 
the 
other guys to get the 
cork.  That's if 
there's any cork over 
there. I dont 
know that there is." 
In the 
same gaine that Pasqua 
hit his homer, California's Jack 
Howell
 split a bat. shattered 
it, 
really, on a 
ball  that reached the 
right field seats at Yankee Stadium. 
Might there have been a temptation 
to sneak a peek  at the insides. now 
that the bat was wide open, available 
for inspection'? 
"I wish they had." Mauch 
said. "That kid doesn't cheat 
and  he 
wouldn't know how to cheat." 
Mauch said that as he stands in 
the infield during batting practice. he  
is 
aware of balls zipping past him 
with greater velocity in the last de- , 
cade than they did in the years be- ' 
fore.
 
Livelier ball? 
Maybe. Corked 
bats'? 
Perhaps. Stronger 
players? ' 
Probably. "I think 
it's
 really a com-
bination of 
things."  Mauch 
said.
 
Basketball  team 
needs  
managers
 
Then
 MU 
men's 
basketball
 
staff
 is in 
search  of 
team 
managers  
for the 
I 987- 
1988  
season.
 
Those 
interested
 can 
contact  
as-
sistant
 coach 
Greg 
Graham  
at
 277-
3247.  
Good
 
News.
 
The TI -60 Advanced 
Scientific
 
features
 
such  
huilt-in
 
functions
 as 
hexa-
,leennalloctal  
conversions,  
integration
 using Simpson's 
rule,
 statistics 
(including  
hnear
 regression),
 
trend line 
analysis
 and metric
 to 
English  
conversions.  There  
are
 
also
 
pmgramming
 
steps
 fin. 
repetitive
 
calculations.
 
The 
TI65 
Advanced
 
Scientific  
offers
 
all  of 
the 
btolt-in  
functions
 of the 
TI -60, 
plus
 a S 
topwatch/
 timer
 
for 
lab-
work,  
eight 
physical  
constants
 for
 
use  
in
 
thermodynamics
 
and
 
physics
 
as
 
well
 as 
Decision
 
Program-
ming  
(if  . . 
then)  
capabilities.
 
There
 
are
 
also  
100 
pro-
gramming
 
steps
 
for 
repetitive
 
calculations.
 
BASIC 
L4'43-4t3E  
CALCULATOR
 
RN, irk. ,mgx, .617 .17; 
INC 
, 
441L. 
Woos. 
'MI/. 
4 
Sr., .0 
'az  *IS 
ozei 
.  slf,  
*,41i 
*II 
The TI -74 BASICALC''' 
Programmable Advanced 
Scientific is TI's BASIC language 
programmable  calculator. 
In addition to offering a full range 
of 
scientific,
 
mathematical  
and  sta-
tistical
 
functions,  the 
TI
-74 offers 
a 113 BASIC keyword set with a 
special
 
function
 key that gives direct 
2 -keystroke 
access
 to 
41 
BASIC
 
commands. The
 TI -74 also has 
subroutine capability for advanced 
programming
 flexibility. 
The TI -95 
PROCALC" IS 
keystroke 
programmable
 and also 
iiffers
 a full range of scientific, 
mathematical and 
statistical functions.
 
Featured in the 
TI
-95 is TI's exclu-
sive Power 
Windows"Operating  
System,  which provkles 
easy access 
to the functions 
and flexible file 
management  
system.
 Both the TI -95
 
and 
the  TI -74 
offer  
optional 
equip-
ment such as 
Solid State 
Software'  
nvklules,  an 
8K constant
 
memory
 
nv Kittle,
 a portable 
printer  and 
cassette 
interface. 
The 
TI
 
Business 
Analyst Solar 
features TI's 
exclusive Anylite 
Solar'
 technol-
ogy, so 
you can 
use it in any 
light. 
Preprogrammed
 
fimnulas  
help
 you 
speed 
through
 business 
problems
 such as 
interest,
 loans, real 
estate,
 bond& pricing  
and 
profit.  
So pick up a 
TI
 calculator today. 
It'll save you a 
lot of grief and it 
might just save 
your  skin. 
iNSTRUM
 ENT'S 
,,)Local 
News  
Chris Isaak: 
a success 
for
 board 
Ity 
Judith
 aright 
Daily
 stall MIller
 
Chris  1..1.1k and 
Ins
 band 
rocked
 the Student 
Union  Flail -
room and more than  
WI)  enthusias-
tic 
fans  inn) the early 
morn
-
r 
1)0111, The MI, 
11,1111  Sh()W 
111,111 
1,1 the comert 
-goers
 
and 
Scott  Va 
lated Stu-
dents 
Plogiain  
duo. 
tot 
"It a as a great 
was  to 
start  
the 
semester. 
Valor  said.
 "We 
had a damn
 good 
turnout
 '' 
Valor
 
said
 that the program 
hoard made at least 
$1,000  
profit  
but that e s act 
numbers
 had not yet 
been deiei
 
added up 
A 
number
 
ot 
la,  
tors 
to the
 sti,.
 
1,1 the concert.  said 
Verda Alesarider. 
program board 
concerts  direi 
(or
 
-The 
publiciti.  
was 
good.
 It 
was the first Ita) lea appearance 
tor 
Chris  Isaak in a while And
 the 
ticket prices \sere walls
 cheap. 
They were about halt 
the prim of 
tickets
 
any  v.
 here 
else.'
 Alexander 
said. 
The 
profit of Thursday's con-
cert was in 
sharp  contrast to the ill-
fated Berlin concert the program 
board co
-sponsored
 viiith a 
Santa 
Clara 
nightclub in 
October
 
The concert. 
v, Inch 
featured
 
the group 
Berlin,  was held 
at San 
lose Cis!, minimum arid pro-
dmed
 a combined  $10.000  loss 
for 
both 
sponsois
 
1 
he program board 
also had
 difficulties collecting the 
amount
 
owed by- the nightclub 
to
 
the program board. 
Of the MP tickets 
sold
 for 
the 
i..oncert. nearly  one-third  - 
`s_t 
were  sold 
at the 
Join 
Valor attributed the relatively 
large 
number
 
of
 vvalk-up 
sales
 
to
 
non
-students
 who found
 
purchas-
ing iii.kets right hetore the concert 
more consement than purchasing 
them
 
ahead
 
ot t 
me.  
" l'hev were 
mostly  geneial 
(audience)
 tickets... 
he said 
"The \ don't want to pay the 
BASS service charge and they 
don't  lo.c  near 
the
 campus. 
so
 they 
Advertise
 
in
 the
 
Spartan
 
Daily  
Dan Sweeney
 Daily stall
 
ptiotographer 
Chris 
Isaak 
belts out his original
 rock 'n' roll. 
lust
 ss 
au until 
they
 come here 
to
 
buy the 
tickets
 " 
( 7i 
the tri.kets
 
not 
sold
 at the 
door.
 +95
 M (le 
\Old
 at the
 
A 
11(15111e',
 
t1t11,'..:.
 17 at 
the 
San 
lose 
Itirs
 ( hike 
141 at 
lias,
 ticket 
otik. 
Ithough 
there 
were  a 
tew
 
iimplairirs
 from
 concert 
goers  
that 
no 
seating
 
w as di:Malik. and that 
the 
opening 
band. 
I ondon
 
1)0..11
 
played
 too long. the 
rers+use
 
to
 Me 
conceit  
ss,is  
posi
 
!Ise.
 \ lesandel 
said 
I 
heic
 v"..re 
problems  
%kith the 
merit's I /i and  
i et 
age 
restriction.  \ 
Icsander  said 
'mita
 
personnel
 
vere 
stationeit
 at 
the 
entrance 
to
 
Call 
277-3171  
Today!
 
WANT  
TO
 LEARN
 A 
FOREIGN
 
LANGUAGE
 
but can't 
attend
 class 
regularly?  
Try our 
self -paced learning
 programs in 
French, Ger 
man,
 Hebrew, 
Italian,  Latin, 
Portuguese.  
Russian
 and 
Spanish.
 No formal 
classes.  Take 
1-5
 units,semester.
 
Work in lab 
or by arrangement
 with 
instructor
 in lab/car-
/home. Test, tapes. software. 
New: 
Advanced  
Spanish
 101 Al 'Bl
 (4-4 units).
 
For qualified 
students. 
s,'4, 
, 96A, 96B 
(3
 units each)
 VIDEO
-AUDIO
 begin or 
re f, 
ti view. 
Practical 
conversation.
 No formal
 class. Study
 in 'i, 
L 
':! labhome.
 L 
V 
L 
L 
L 
L L 
\ 
Call 
277-2576  
 
 
). 
1 
or come
 to 
1 
 1 
Foreign
 
Languages
 at 
SH219  
 
, 
isigem,-...eir.....---.--,,,e.--,,,,,,,,...e.e.e.,.....--,------,*
 
BASIC
 
SPANISH
 
Gain Valuable Experiew
 
Morketable  
Skills
 
I 
Associated  
Stt 
!dents  
Board
 
ot 
I)irectors 
Opritangs
 
10/ 
\ S. [limns
 of 
BOSUN'S.,
 .111,10,
 
.S. Dim 
tot 
ofSitalennt
 
Rights
 
ma
 I 
Besot  
onsibilitirs
 
Inicrestra'  tire f.'s( hot 1 .sa u Sri as 011i«  
(xi 1:1(porui ate Situlcul I 'nitwit, 
filar 277. I if 
Weil
 Rellt'Or
 
tame
 Ix* I veto...rt.
 
check the 
identification
 
oi 
goers. The onls  
problems
 arose 
when two
 people w ho had
 won 
tickets on 
a 
radio
 ',ration  
were not 
int tinned that the \ 11;k1 to he 18-
y eats old and
 had to he turned 
awav 
Another  
p.m  01 students
 
who didn't ha c identification 
were also
 ret 
I 
lists.. enhance. 
Publicitv 
thai the show. was 
open 
to 
those  
18 and 
over 
probabh 
down  
on the 
number  
of those Mal hail to he 
turned 
a'A`i
  
`ald 
Valor said 
Mai  he had re -
eels rid no complaint, tr0111 the StU-
111(311 Sian 
ahlM1t 
:111
 \ 
dam-
P!I,I,,C.irS from the 
oncert.  
h 
*" 
;0,1-:;* ' 
NASA.
 
Wednesday.
 Septetnher 9, 
1987/Spartan
 
Daily'  
still coming in 
k 
rom
 page 1 
reusable and 
etxmomically  soudiiin 
hicle. University
 testing 
doll*
 
AAA, 
as well 
as
 a lot 
of
 
companies,
 use
 
gives data that can be esti.. , -'.  
,Apse  
systems.  The 
value
 of 
these  
facilities  
simulate fall -flight 
conditions,  
an indication ot 
proposed  m - 
 ill that
 students (gain) 
hands-on 
said Dr. Dick Desautel, diregeo 
professor in 
engineering,.  head . 
 
the tests. 
Auperience.  
s:;, -"e 4, 
Research assistants invegigaie! 
shock
 wave patterns of digere//4  . 
shaped models miliiang univeent, 
and 
personal  computers  
capture fast -
wind 
tunnels.  
Heat
 
transfer  
musrlet
 moving 
data  The
 lab also 
contains 
monitored 
tra 
foresee
 a spine 
ferry'.
 
.,square  avid round tunnel shock tubes. 
ability  
to travel safely bete/resells
 and a Mow 
down  tunnel capable of 
space  shuttle and a satellite. 
, itir.  nye tnnes the 
speed of sound for up 
Beginning
 this fall, 
' . tits' 30 seconds. 
A subsonic tunnel 
course projects 
coniucting  vei y.it , 
"The lab has been 
upgraded  
44.
 
neering students 
will have ' was
 ihio recently purchased.
 
nel 
resean:h. 
 . ' and tcpretents
 state-of-the-art 
labs...
 
"The 
cynergisei is that 
*Mesta
 
Desainel  
said.  
operate
 
experiments  that
 
arefset
 
t4t
 
' 
'the hb will 
benefit  
from 
Pro -
for 
research."  lksautei said.
 :, 
, 
pet  
88 44he
 
addition  
to the Engi-
Research grants 
with  
NASiiity.
 ineering 
building) by 
expanding
 
its 
dude the high-speed flow test. 
i.*:usn-
 
, 
%nett  footage.
 
Iksautel  
also 
has 
puter graphics and test 
engineseing4pluits
 to develop a fluid mechanics
 
suppon
 
through Ames 
and. 
high-.
 lab: ' 
speed 
flight 
mechanics
 to 
learn hind, 
+lye 
semester courses will 
use  
space vehicles control their
 direc- dr lab for 
instructional
 projects as 
tion, 
with  
grants  
totaling
 $ I 
50,000k
 I . well as the NASA projects. Courses 
Iksautel  calls 
the
 
Engineering,
 
available
 
are  
two fluid mechanics 
lab 
a "mini -NASA," 
It 
holds  oral
 
elettives in 
mechanical  
engineering,  
shock
 tunnel
 that 
goes 
up to,Mre
 
two
 
aerodynamics
 courses within the 
times the 
speod of sound for 
ope.
 %new 
ascospace
 
program, and a gas 
thousandth
 of a second. Photognaithi.dytworrics
 lab 
course that started 
last 
cornerback
 
Freddie  
Smith. 
Front
 
page
 
Players
 
 
The others 
yet 
to 
clear  
NC`frsi%
 
requirements  
are 
.quarterback  
Joe 
Schmid. 
wide 
receiver  
Demelrius
 - 
Carter.  
rover  
Km:sell
 Johnsoe,
 hire -
backer
 
George  
Smylie,  
kicks/10kt 
Hughes  
and 
offensive  
tackle. 
lint: 
Ramirer.
 Each
 has a 
redshirt
 season
 
available.  
! 
Once
 achieving
 
clearance,  
mil,.  
of 
the I I 
named 
could 
see  
playirta.,,i  
time.
 But 
Rasrock 
said it 
is 
that the 
all  the 
freshmen
 
would  hei 
redshirted.
 
 
An
 
intercollegiate
 
athlete
 mom
 
participate
 in 20 
percent 
or
 
niore  (if 
the 
season  to 
complete  
a year 
of
 
eli-
gibility.
 
SJSU  
players would 
have
 arsit 
sit 
out every
 play 
through 
the ;erg'
 
tember 
19 game at Oregon 
Staterin,-.-
order 
to use the 
redshirt
 option. 
 . 
Welcomes
 
Beck
 
SJSU
 
with
 
a 
late  
lunch
 
speeial
 
l ATE
 
LUNCH
 
SPECIAL
 
From
 
2:00
 
p.m.  
to
 6:30 p.rm 
Buy
 2 
Super  Stuffed
 Potatoes
 
2 Drinks,
 and 
get 
2 
Pieces
 of Pie 
FictEE!
 
Sweetie
 Pies 
One 
East
 San 
Fernando
 
Between
 
1st  St 
& 2nd St. 
JOIN THE WINNING TEAM .. 
Triumph 
with  
TARGET
 
 
 
Dick 
De9autel
 
engineering  
professor
 
semester.
 
"What  
students  
learn 
from  
text
 
books
 and 
lectures
 can 
be 
experi  
enced  in 
the  lab" 
by 
aerospace  
and . 
mechanical
 
engineering
 
students.
 
Desautel
 said. 
"The 
equipment
 is 
niodern  
and 
accurate
 
with  a 
more  
complex  
tech-
nique."  
said 
Marduke  
Youselpor
 
graduate  
engineering
 
student
 who 
will 
complete  
his 
doctorate study
 
al 
llniversity  
of 
California  
at
 Davis 
this  
fall 
after  two 
years  of 
lab work at 
SJSU. 
"Students
 are 
more 
interested
 
in learning
 the 
system.
 (The 
modern 
lab) is 
also a 
good way to 
attract  stu-
dents." 
he said. 
"NASA, as 
well as 
a lot of 
companies,
 use these ss 
stems.  The 
value of these
 facilities is 
that
 stu-
dents come out 
(of  
the University)
 
with hands-on 
experience."
 Desau-
tel said. 
SAN JOSE 
ART 
FOR ALL YOUR 
ART  SUPPLY NEEDS 
 
SUPPLIES
 
 HOURS 
"1; 2 
 
The Lamm Art & Graphic Suppher 
 
in the Area 
Open Males 
9.9 MF 
- %Wands 10-530 Sat, 12-5 Sun 
 NEW 
LOCATION
  
Free 
Parkins  Esau
 Access 
off 2l10 
and San 
Lirlin
 
 
SERVICE
 
 
STATS  
 
DISCOUNT
 
. . ', 
' 1 4' 
,,46 4. s . 
. .4),4,'.  
,iAr,..,  . 
' .,, ; 
Ai 
a 
dynamic
 leader in the 
retail  
industry! 
Target is one of the largest and most 42 4: 
successful discounters in the United StateSariedi 
and we're 
growing. Exciting expansiOn plans, 
include
 
opening  new Target
 St3XeS
 In  
Cupertino  San
 Jose  Mountain View -4 
- Qualified 
Sekeposple 
. tidp You
 
When 
You  Need 
I Ftsde 
Nowr 
Lowest 
Pekes Ntyht & 
Weekend. dr.,
 
Student 
Dwrount  
Menildri 
Sperlit 
r5AN
 
JOSE  
ART 
4481  
S. BASCOM 
AVE, SAN 
JOSE 
ONE BLOCK 
SOUTH  OF 
STEVENS
 CREEK 
HOURS  M F 9 9 
SAT 10 5 30 SUN
 12 5 
408-298-8422
 
COPS 
mat 
COPS
 
mat  
THE 
QUALITY ( OPY 
LINTERS  
DEAR
 
INSTRUCTORS:  
GOOD
 NEWS
 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE! 
COURSE  
READERS
 
READY IN 1 DAY 
'.111topy Mat can prepare and 
Alstribute course readers at no 
cost to you or your 
department.  
Pick-up  and 
Delivery 
Consultation
 
 
EniargementsiReductions
 
Become 
a part of our success and see 
why__  .:, a, , 
TARGET
 IS A 
GREAT  PLACE 
TO 
WORK! ,',i40,". 
II 
We invite
 energetic and ambitious 
Individualk  i 
to consider one
 of the following 
pOsitions:!. ,  ' 
V 

Cashier  
' "..,'' 
 Snack Bar 
Attenderlt
 
i;..
 
'  
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 
Dock 
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 Charge
 Back Processor
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 Desktop Publishing
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 Book/Reader Bindings
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Previous 
experience
 is wog, 
but 
not 
required  
To apply
 stop by the career
 
Pianning
 
N.First St. 
and 
Placement
 center
 in BC43 
Alper)
 Mon. -Fri. 
-47-,74"81.1i 
 
(408)  
998-1844
 
7:30 
a.M.-6:00
 
p.m.  
Daily  
Spartan
 
Daily/Wednesday,
 
September
 9, 
1987  
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 near 
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Barrel
 & 
A deadline was delayed by the Reagan admin-
Drum 
Co., 
said the
 state
 is tcx)
 slow 
in 
cleaning  
up 
istration for Iran to agree to a cease-fire in the Per -
the site, 
which  
is 
contaminated
 with 
toxic  
waste.  
sian Gulf war. 
 
  
The administration has given Iran until Friday 
Kevin
 
Swanson,  
SJSU 
senior,
 
suggested
 
at 
to obey the cease-fire ordered by the U.N. Security 
Wednesday's
 
Associated
 Students
 Board
 of 
Direc-  
Council  on July 20. 
tors 
meeting  
that an 
ad hoc 
committee
 be 
formed
 to 
tum 
on the 
fountain.
 
  
 
  
 
A shield 
law  case 
against  former 
SJSU stu-
dent
 and Spartan 
Daily editor 
Erin  Hallissy 
was  
The  
University  
Police
 
Department  
is still 
in- 
filed in a 
California 
appeals  court 
Thursday.  
vestigating  
the 
Aug.
 28 
attack  
of
 a SJSU
 
Health
 
Center  employee.
 
Hallissy 
who  works 
for the 
Contra  Costa
 
Times, 
is appealing
 a judge's 
order  that she 
surren-
The
 
assailant
 is 
described
 as a 
6 -nice,
 150- 
pound  black
 male. 
der her 
notes and 
testify
 about her 
interviews with
 
   
accused murderer 
John Sapp. 
The 
Associated  
Students
 Board 
of 
Directors
 is 
 
  
accepting
 
applications
 for A.S.
 Director
 of Busi-
 
The appearance of Pope John Paul II is ex-
ness 
Affairs  and 
Students
 Rights
 and 
Responsibi-
 
lites.
 
pected to draw a crowd of 
71,(XX)  when he roll), 
into Candlestick 
Park on Sept. 18. 
KSJS
 
awaits
 
approval  
for  
antenna
 
By Julie Rogers
 
Daily staff 
writer  
A 
proposal
 for 
campus
 radio
 
station KSJS to 
share
 
an 
antenna
 
with San
 Jose 
radio 
station 
KSJO 
(92.3) 
on Coyote
 Peak, 
south of 
San 
Jose,  is 
waiting  
for 
clearance
 
from
 
the 
Federal
 
Communications
 Com-
mission. 
If 
the 
proposal  
is 
passed,
 the
 
80 -foot tower on 
Coyote
 Peak
 uti-
lized 
by KSJO
 will 
be extended
 to 
180 feet,
 allowing
 the 
two  stations
 to 
broadcast
 from 
the same 
tower.  
"Instead
 of 
having  two
 small 
towers on 
Coyote  Peak, it was
 pro-
posed  to have one
 large tower."said
 
Dave Yohn, KSJS
 general manager.
 
KSJS had 
plans  to build their
 
own tower on Coyote
 Peak, accord-
ing
 to Jim LeFever. 
theatre
 arts oper-
ating 
manager.
 
104 new  
movi  
(AP) - After a record $1 billion 
spring season, the studios hurried 
with a batch of new releases to coin-
cide with the traditional warm -
weather  explosion of moviegoing. 
The same strategy is being used to 
keep  up the momentum 
this
 fall. 
Autumn is 
traditionally  the lull 
between the 
bonanzas of summer 
and Christmas.
 but the industry will 
try 
to keep the turnstiles spinning 
with  releases that include "The 
Glass Menagerie." directed by Paul 
"But the Santa
 Clara County 
Board (of 
Supervisors)  didn't 
like 
the idea of having 
two towers on 
Coyote  Peak," 
LeFever
 said. "So 
we proposed
 to have one large
 tower 
serving
 
a large number of entities." 
Santa Clara
 County Parks Com-
mission 
voted  unanimously 
for the 
one -tower 
proposition,
 LeFever 
said.  
At this time, the 
KSJS tower is 
located on top 
of Wahlquist Library, 
enabling  signals to reach a 25
-mile 
radius. 
This  includes most of 
San 
Jose.
 
Because  downtown San Jose 
buildings are being built
 taller, stu-
dents  traveling out of the city limits 
would
 lose KSJS 
reception.
 
"(The 
proposed  tower) will en-
able KSJS programs 
to reach as far 
south as Salinas, up 
to Santa Cruz, 
and include the
 peninsula of Palo 
Alto," Yohn 
said. 
An increase
 of 300 percent 
in 
signal
 reception 
will  be achieved 
from the 
new  tower. he 
said.  
KSJS  was given a June I , 1987 
deadline to 
use  the $68,000 
allocated
 
in lottery funds to 
purchase a new 
transmitter.
 
"We 
have successfully 
used  the 
lottery money
 and we have (funds
 
for) all the 
construction
 costs 
needed," Yohn said. 
"All we need is the FCC
 appro-
val," 
he said. 
The 
radio  station is expecting 
approval 
by October. Once 
ap-
pnwed. construction 
extending the 
tower
 can begin. 
"We're shooting for November 
to 
be broadcasting from the new 
tower," Yohn 
said.  
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es 
scheduled  to be released 
Horne
 
Newman ana
 starring 
Joanne  Wood-
ward,  and 
"The  Dead,"
 John 
Hus-
ton's  adaptation
 of the 
James  Joyce 
story. 
Last 
year,  the fall 
season got a 
boost with 
two  hits. 
"Stand
 By Me" 
and 
"Crocodile  
Dundee,"  
but  Krier 
doesn't
 expect any of 
the 1987 fall 
releases 
will
 reach the 
extraordinary  
success  of those 
films. 
'The fall 
season looks 
prom-
ising, 
however, and
 1987 could 
end 
up in the 
record  books 
because  of the 
large 
number of new 
releases.  he 
said. 
Exhibitor
 Relations, which 
tracks  box office 
figures and 
trends,
 
has 
counted 104 films 
for release in 
September. 
October
 and November 
while  64 appeared in 
those months 
last
 year. 
Fall 
releases
 include movies
 
with 
Matt Dillon, 
William
 Hurt. 
Timothy 
Hutton. Michael
 Douglas. 
Glenn Close, 
Shelley  Long. Michael 
Caine  and Sally Field. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
11311DENT DENTAL OPTICAL 
PLAN 
Enroll now,
 Saw your teeth. eyes 
end money 
too  For Infornratlon 
e nd brochure see A S office or 
call (408)
 371-6811 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE Isn't 
It time 
you got 
down
 to the bual.es of 
your We 
purpose?  Attemetive CP 
merwork Asse- 
monis. Since 
1970. Carol WHIM,
 M.A., 734-9110. 
AUTOMOTIVE  
TWO -1980 PLYMOUTH VOLARE's!! 
Minimum
 Oki S300 w by tooled 
bid only For more Info 
call SJSU 
Property Dept at 277-2969 Side 
ends 9 11 67 al 2 PUN
 
74 DATSUN 710, ru. good AM FM, 
manual 
trent/Weston,
 fellable, 
$650,obo. 377-4636,
 3pm-10prn 
'73 lAY BUG!. Runs greet! Greet 
pram! 
Perfect  student 
car!  
S1195 be Call 296-5502 eves 
'77 OATSUN 240Z! Very clean, en ex-
cellent reliable school car 
Ex-
cellent 
condition. 13500 Call 225,-
2354 
'72 MERCURY COMET. 302. VS auto-
matic. new tlree,
 Pekoe Runs 
1.100 bo. 
Call
 967-0262 
COMPUTERS  
PC-COMII Computer & Acrasonw. 
404 S 3H1 St . #2. (406)295-1806  
One block from 
campus  Network 
$1195 IBM 
AT compatible $1,095 
XT S525 Printer P10801 
$179 
Hard
 disk, modern. mouse 
6% 
OR for
 students with
 I D Com-
puter  & 
Accesorles
 404 S 
THIRD  
ST , Son Jow ore) 
295-1606  
FOR  
SALE
 
DRAFTING 
TABLE. 
ML/TOH  
drafting 
woolen.. temp, all for S200 
Call  
Chuck el 378-1431
 
GOVERNMENT
 HOMES 
tor  SI 00 (U 
Remit)
 Buy Direct! Repos
 & ta 
wilted properties 
CPI tedoy tor 
hots! 
4518459-3546
 fat 
H40.1 
(tell-freet 
24hra   
OFF -ROAD STREET 10-owed 
bike 
Almost  ntw. but 
needs  
eitioNs   
originctte stolen 
$175
 new,
 will 
sell $45 2174643, 
evenings
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'S° S. Fire, St , Sam 
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E1130, (3 blocks 
south  of #280)  
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Classified
 
Temple 
of Insanity 
prof liTTHF, 10,25-11,25am. Will 
pay S or ewap wtth another Mom! 
Call Sue el 279-1430. 
CAMPUS 
OFFICE NEEDS 
student
 for 
flexIbie  
20 hour week Greet typ-
ing and English skills  must for 
this fun job Cali Wendy at 277-
2941  
COCKTAIL
 SERVERS 
$4,15 hr. 
Exp.   
plus. 
but will nein PT /15-12 
 Frl or Wei 
Flirty  1 night, 
work  other Must be 21yre 
297-
7272 270-.4119
 nwsupe  
COUNSELOR" GROUP HOME for au -
tied< children Varied 
hours, great 
ere for 
peych.studonts  related 
t7Md Call M -F.9-5 .1377-5412. 
ENERGETIC DRAFTER.
 small enOrng 
co neer ciunpus. 12'24 hrowli, 
Macintosh  Grp  
207.2980  
EuLIP1A RESTAURANT
 IS HIRING!! 
B owers and webers
 for lunch 
Greet student job Call 2804161. 
374 S 
let SI. 
HANDYMAN FOR APTS nr 
campus 
Must know repair plumbing S7 Tr 
pert time Don
-29541641  
MONEY MOTIVATED?? Were 
"wiring  
&AU atm:lents to contect 
SJSU
 
Iumn1 Excellent working 
condi-
lions 
Compen.tion  hourly 15  
performance based bonuses wild 
!reining 
Cali 2774206  
PARTTIME 
STUDENT EMPLOYEE 
wanted for 
Sperten  Shops Cater-
Professionel  ettitude re-
quired. 
experienced  but nol nec-
..ry. flexible hours Contact 
Jock at 
277-3163 
RENT EXCHANGEtes Gatos for 
seeing disabled 
mon w  rn row 
tine 2 pos, woken, am's 356-2718 
SECURITY OFFICERS 
PROCESS 
SERVERS 
Fr PT SO'S-ell *MT% 
FTPT evening primes. servers 
We will 
Vein Apply In person M-F 
9AM-41,41, RIO Meridian Ave  S.J., 
286-51180.  
SECURITY
 RECEPTION 
all shMe 
$5-$8.hr
 to 
Wert Full 
benefits.  no 
experience needed Apply 
VAN-
GUARD 
SECURITY,
 
3212 
Scott 
Blvd between Olcott San To-
mas.  Sent, Clore Call 
727.2793  
THE INFORMATION CENTER le now 
ecceptIng applications from stu-
dents who he. work shttly 
II in-
terested inquire at the Student 
Union Diractot's
 °Ma 
VARIAN IMAGE TIJOE
 DIVISION 
hes  
FT opening for  recolvIng cleft 
1 yr materiel handling experience 
required Ifiluet 
have   velid Orly 
er's lic.. end be 
NW
 to iltt 60 
lbs CPI 
(415)4141800
 .445  
VARIAN 
IMAGE  TUBE DIV 
has  FY 
opening on swing *MR for . eu-
lonwted 
equipment 
operator  Re-
pub. 43 yrs EIS 
weembly expe-
rience 
or equivitent
 ED In 
wience,
 
cortMulet
 
.0.4d1W)  
U S cillZen 
Call 
415-40-1800
 
44S 
6S02 
ASSEMBLY
 
LANGUAGE  
TUfTOR
 
PHEDEDII Pm,* 
Itody A M or 
weekends,
 but Ale 
Ilexible  trey 
by woolen ot 
hourly  Call Joe 
3740175,
 
HOUSING  
DOWNTOWN  
House  
swept
 F le 
Mu WI 
2 br 1 
be
 trpl yel
 IN dog
 
ChM wee 
8410
 noil 21104.10
  
STU010 
APARTSIENTS
 2 
mese 
North  
ol 
campus
 
Wet escurtty 
Mg. 
Singles
 only S39510 
$425 Su-
perrnarliet one 
block. bus IL Me 
rail nearby No pale
 Now 'Me,-
seclion  of 101 880 
1058 N 4th St, 
2954641
 
3 15134114 1 bath DUPLEX Welk to 
SJSU.crprl Avail NOW, $795 
S50 dep 358-1486 eves  
3 BORN, I bth DUPLEX 
Walk  to SJSU  
carport AVAIL NOW. $7,15 
$50 dep 358-1488, ev. 
PERSONALS
 
IF YOUR PREGNANT and considering 
wkiptIon. we ere  happily
 
mar.
 
Red CHILDLESS couple
 Cell any-
time - (415)
 617-3793. keep try-
ing!, Ali calls CONFIDENTIAL 
Expenses relater/ to pregnancy to 
be discussed 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC. Unwanted 
heir 
removed  forever Confiden-
tial 
335  S Bey/rood
 A..
 San 
Jo.. cell 247.7486 tor 
eppoInt-
ment 
FEMALE COMPNION WANTED to 
live with
 sincew hondlcappeal 
man Went to esteblish a lasting 
relationship' Piwis 
call Brian
 .1 
298-2308  
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA-
TION1 
Shabbel  dinners. NMI.. 
films. outings. Wednesday 
Lunch and user 01.f/salons 
Israeli dencing, and much 
more, 
For
 info cell HILLEL el 294-8311 
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Cen-
ter Sundey 
LUTHERAN 10 
45 
ern 
CATHOLIC  6 30 pftt end 00 
pm Plea. cell CAMPUS MIN-
ISTRY at 298-0204 for worship, 
counsettrq. progrerns end study 
opportunities 
Rev Natalie 
Shire*, Father Bob Leger. Slater 
Judy Ryan,
 Rrov Nora Firnheber 
SERVICES 
BARE fT ALL, Stop shwIng. welting. 
tweeting or using chemical 
Weill -
tones Lel me perrnsnently re-
move 
your unwanted hair (chin, 
bikini. tummy.
 moustache. eic) 
15 percent
 di.ount to 
students
 
e nd faculty Cell before December 
31,1187 end get
 your first eppl at 
1 2 price
 'Unwonted Hair Paw-
pow. Vrah My  Com " Owen Chet -
gran R 
E 550-3500. 1645 S Bea-
com Am . #C Nab Todey Oone 
Tomorrow'
 
GUITAR 
LESSONS Beginning and In-
ternsediete cleealcal guitar stu-
dents 
welcome
 
Coll  Christi. id 
IM3-4,7o 
NEED STATISTICAL HELP, 7811 
Aaeocielee will Input, ane-
Wee, and interpret your dela Uri-
varlet. 
end multiveriete 
techniques Clow explensttons 
(415)349-4407 
PROFESSIONAL DISC 
JOCKEY
 by 
Desiree IMO., Ionnerly of KSJS 
You've gol 
the Indy, were pot 
the muelci 
IMP* Productions 
provide*  
wide  verlety of 
nemic
 
for your wedding, party. or dance
 
el reeeoneble men
 Call Deelme 
or 244211204.125333 
REWARD YOURSELF WITH
 Wel EU 
ROPEAN 
secret (urredvertHeth
 
kW and Man products Rare 
buM 
new end or fundraising 
opporlu
 
tiny 
CaillwrIte VIKTOR (indepen-
dent OfelrIbutor) at 270-3774, P 0 
Ilex 9, Son Jose, Ca 0013 et 
Mweermy Hell 111, liondlly 
IRMO 
Fridey  
WEDDING PHOTOGFIAPHY by KIRK
 
K UZIRI AN!, 
Distinctive  
portraiture  
with 
 
sensitive  touch A variety 
of plans to chop. from all 
rea-
sonably priced BY APPOINT-
MENT 
(408)259-5941
 
TRAVEL 
AIRLINE
 COUPONS 
WANTED
 United 
Travel tickets. Weetem 
extra tickets or others Mil pay up 
to $350 .ch (cash) 
Cell
 (9111) 
739-0738  or (800) 648-1881 
TYPING
 
AAAA- ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT 
ACCOUNT 
*Bit  ITY, ACK 
NOwi
 
EDGEABLE
 in typing that s lops  
trust
 Tony 296-2087 
Thank 
Si 50 per page double spaced 
AvelMbie seven asys weekly
 
Gulch turnaround
 All work guar-
anteed 
Thanks 
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time, Ex 
perienced wtth school reports. 
thews. 
transcription,
 end group 
protects Pick -Up 
Delivery. 
Grammer 
Clwcit, Editing oven -
able 
Student  discount 
Only  11 
minutes matey Call now to reserve 
time before the rush'
 
(408)
 9411-
3862 Pamela  Words and More 
ABSTRACT WE'RE NOT! Academic 
word woc.eing our sp.ialty 
Guaranteed lefter quality eccu 
racy Free di. storage proofing 
Ressoneble  rates We're fest,de-
penclabie.griomnrarexperienad 
college grade. ao call us with pe-
Pere.raports.
 theses 
(wp  
SC1-
ENCE)  etc et 251-044S 
ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL 
word procwaing Years of expert 
ence 
serving SJSU f.ulty and 
students HP laserWi 
output  Ail 
work guaranteed Minutes from 
campus.
 call PJ et W23-2309 
APA FORMAT, 
term paper. thee,. wel-
JEssiCA 
HAHN! IT'S 
welLE 
5 
WEE"  
orEW A 
rvE
 
sEEN
 y 
Al 
ww,Nrs
 
NEw
 
WITH  Yov ? 
WELL,
 I MAD
 A Lira'
 
RPM), 
win( 
THE
 
&ow
 
REVEREND
 
JOI  
EAKKER
 
WHICH
 COur-1) 
RE-SuLT
 
IN 
THE  
COLLAPSE  "f 
Mt
 
Pit  
\ 
ERIPtRE
 
\ 
AND Y UV 
Alan 
J.
 Hall 
Classified  
corned 10 years typing word pro -
cowing
 experience, letter quality 
printing Vary 
competitive  rates 
and last lurn around avelMble 
Students receive 'discount Ac-
cess Dela, 281-4981 - ask for 
Te-
BLOSSOM HILL SANTA TERESA 
erre Feet quality typing and 
wpd processing ol your 
resume 
academic or business needs 
Available seven
 days  
we. 365-1012 
CALL LINDA TODAY! Avoid the rush, 
Re.rve now tor your tem pi.. 
pars. group protects, theses, etc 
Professional word 
procemung,  
tree disk storage Clutch 
return,
 all 
work guaranteed Ci11111.. nen-
scription
 ...liable 
Almaden
-
Brenham pea 7 cloys week 264-
4504 
ENTERPRISE  WORD PROCESSING 
Thesis specRliets Also term wi-
pers, manuscripts. screenplays 
resumes. repetitive letters. tran-
scription Fr. SPELCHEK. copy 
edit. disc storage Ouick turn -
wound Santa Clare 246-5625 
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your 
academic. business. legal 
word
 
proc.sing
 needs 
Term
 papers. 
reports. resumes. cover letters. 
group 
protects. 
manuals.  theses, 
dissertations. etc 
All  owdernIc 
formats APA Free disk aim 
ago, 
SPFL  CHFK. punctuation end 
grernmar essistence Ail work 
guwenteeci
 Professionel, quick 
$ 
dependabM service 
at
 AFFORDS - 
BL F RATES'', Call Pam at 
247. 
2681 
iSANTA  CLARA) 
Further  
wrings with referral discount.,
 
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING! 
All types of papers ell 
lengths 
St 60 page, doubM-speced
 typing 
and 
spelling $1 B5 page, typing 
and full proofreading 
Cernpaell 
cu. -local pick-up end delivery 
available 866-6960 
UCID  ENTERPRISES
 
&fordable
 
student writing 
essistence.  edit  
Incl. 
word proc.sing typing Min. 
Wes from 
schoLi Pick-up 
end de-
livery, 
too'  Give yov. 
wipers  thal 
professional  t.ch 
Cell toJey
 to 
re.rve
 your lime 2514665 
RESuMES"."
 wRMNG
 & 
WOHO 
PROCESSING'
 35 years wperi 
enc. Student Discounts
 Career 
Center at 20-4070 
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROFFS
 
SIONAI  TYPING
 & business
 .r 
vices 
Fasi 
reasonable 
& new unl 
verelly Cell 
(406)2924047
 
TERM 
PAPERS
-RESUMES"  
Need
 
help, 
Cell S 0 S 
Group  pro -
pmts. lournals...ys.
 mlec re-
ports Fr. wwilIng 
check  
otter  
quelity 
printers 
Flesuines 
cover letter for 1948 summer in 
ternshlps and 
all iob comer op 
poi-WWII. Competitive 
fetes 
Also 
offer typing end WP training 
individual
 Instruction with 
wipe-
',enc.
 leacher 735 4845
 
(Sae)  
Sunnyvale 
T 
YPING.  RE A SONAIR F RATES 
Santa  Clers area Call 
Patti of 
246-
5633 end
 I.ve message 
WORD EXPERTISE Word processing 
thesis dissertation manuscript 
English French Spanish Cali 
371.8220  
WORD PROCESSING. Students. In 
struck/as,
 email
 
business  Term 
ropers Mese* resumes. men-
dis.riations, mess 
spell check. 
etc Reasoneble 
rates Cail K & R 
DESKTOP  SERV. 
ICES 
at
 774
 7562
 I 
Mated  plck up 
&delivery
 
WRITING RESERCH SERVICES All 
subtects 
Ouwifirtti  
writers
 Re-
writing editing. 
paper and thesis 
development and assistance Re-
sumes Word processing A 
re-
sults Cataioq
 4151 
84, 5036 
(Borkeiey  I 
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Ken Johnston  Daily 
staff 
photographer
 
Steve Belluomini, of the California Department
 
or
 Ilealth
 Services,
 discusses 
grounduater
 testing
 for Spartan illage
 
Toxics:Wells
 
near
 campus 
pass  contamination tests
 
Front 
/wee / 
wells 
other  drinking
 watei 
op 
plies 
has  e been found 
to
 he contami-
nated. 
The well 
set-% ing 
Spartan  
Sta-
dium 
has  also 
been
 tested 
and been 
declared
 safe. 
Additional
 
tests  on
 
the 
well 
will be 
condUcted
 es 
ei three
 
months.
 
Belluomini 
said  
the depait 
merit's  first 
priority 
vs
 ill 
he to 
"sta-
bili/e 
the  Loren('
 site and 
remove 
the 
so-called
 
"hot  
spots
 
where  
contamination  ts most 
estreme.
 
Steps  will 
also  he Liken
 during 
cleanup to keep 
rainfall
 Irmo 
spread-
ing 
the  
chemicals.
 Attei 
contami-
nated 
topsoil 
is returned
 
a con-
tainment
 ditch 
ss ill he 
dug  along 
the 
border  of 
the 
site and a 
plastic 
top 
cloth
 
placed  
ovei
 the 
surface.  
l'Apert+  
twin  the 
Ftwironmen-
tal Protection
 Agency ssere sched-
uled to 
arrive  at the site 
yesterday  to 
facilitate 
renuwal  procedures for
 the 
chemicals. 
Chris 
Weden.
 
emergency  re-
sponse coot di moor for the EPA. 
said  
the material ss ill he analy/ed onate 
during the nest ,even to 10 days and 
then either treated.
 
netaralired  or in-
cinerated.
 
The greatest risk ol 
esposure.
 
Belluomini  +aid. 
is posed thmugh
 
the 
ciintamination
 of 
area
 
\Yells.
 All 
public 
ss ells in the area haw been 
tested and 
several abandoned 
v..ells
 
'lase been 
plugged  in case
 of con-
tamination.  
In 
July,. DHS 
mailed  1.200 
questionnaires  to 
area  
residents
 to 
find out 
if
 any private wells exist 
in 
the area. 
The department
 has re-
ceived 8(1 
responses.
 
While  some 
residents  
convplain  
that the
 cleanup is going
 too slowly, 
others  
believe 
that any government
 
action is 
systematical
 and takes 
time  
to 
get 
started.  
"I believe (the 
DHS)  is on top 
of 
things,"  Nick Carter, 
an area resi-
dent said. 
"They are going to need
 
the cooperation of 
everyone  aniund 
here and especially 
San  Jose State. 
nv 
concerned about the 
well at 
Spartan Stadium. Besides all 
the 
people who use water
 at the stadiuni. 
they also use that water to 
irrigate 
Bud Winter
 Field and the football 
grounds."
 
The 
DHS  
issued
 a remedial 
ac-
tion 
order to 
ovv
 ner
 Ernest Lorentz, 
Jr. in February
 after investigating 
soil 
contamination  at 
the site. The 
Regional W'ater 
Qua'  
i 
Control 
Board started
 investigating 
ground-
water 
contamination
 in 
1982  and 
later issued
 a cleanup and 
abatement
 
order.
 
Lorentz.
 who
 died ot 
a 
heart
 at-
. tack
 Aug 
28. 
had 
been
 
sentenced  
to 
serve
 a 
tsso-y.ear
 
jail
 
term tor
 
re-
peated  
to \ 
v,;140  
violations.
 
The  
Santa Clara 
County  
Superior
 
Court
 
issued
 a 
1i...training
 
order
 in July to 
halt
 business 
at 
the 
site. 
Hatayama 
said the DHS
 will 
fund the
 cleanup 
of
 the site. 
but 
ev 
entually  k ill 
sue formei 
customers  
of the t 
irm ss hi, 
supplied  the 
chemi-
cals and drums
 to recover
 the costs. 
tinder 
federal  and state 
law, 
"gem:1:1101's'.
 
who  contribute
 to such 
pollution
 are 
held
 
partial's
 
responsi-
ble for it. cleanup. he said 
Forest
 
fires  burning out of control in 
west  
(AP) 
- Firefighters 
made
 slow hoes and 
shovels to mop up fires in 
but 
steady
 progress 
Tuesday
 against 
()regon.
 
 
huge forest fires 
still burning
 out of 
More than 1.000 square miles 
control in 
the West. 
but 
a 
"gray'  of
 
brush  and timber hav e hurried in 
murk" ot 
smoke  
sickened
 some
 of 
eight Western 
states 
since 
lightning  
them. kept trucks fmm
 
hauling 
their began 
setting  
hundreds 
of fires 
on 
gear and 
giounded  
aircraft.
 
.Aug. 28 
About 1010 
people
 
were still "We'
 Ae 
alssa!,  
been 
thankful  
unable to 
return to their homes
 in 
we don't 
base 
hurricanes.
 
tornadoes
 
Calitorma
 
because
 
of
 tire danger. or 
stuff  like that, said Jim 
Baster.
 a 
umbel sales administrator for 
(la -
AIM 
\ 110.11111 's 111C!I II 
idt'd  !Int, f oi 
The Perfect 
Part -Time Job 
Avis, one ot the nation's 
top 
car rental companies, currently 
has several openings
 offenng 
venous pan 
Sme  hours (20 
hours/week) 
Drivers 
You will be responsible for 
shuttling our
 cars within the 
San Jose area To 
qualify, you 
must
 hnve a current 
California
 
driver's
 license, an excellent 
driving record 
(driving 
history 
record
 required at time of 
application). and be 21 years 
of age
 or older 
For immediate consideration, 
please apply in person at Avis. 
Monday -Friday, 1455 N 
Airport Blvd . San 
Jose,  CA 
95110 
Eof
 
AV/S
 
initial  Wrests at Weayerville,
 Calif. 
"But now ss e got our own 
home-
gmw n natural disaster... 
More than 1.000 fires had 
burned over 519.000 acres in north-
ern California, and nearly 111.000 
acres were blackened in southern Or-
egon. 
Combined with 30010 acres 
charred in Idaho. and smaller tires in 
Ariiona.  
Montana.  South
 
Dakota.
 
/17\1
 HONOR OF 
 ADMISSION DAY 
HILLEL PRESENTS:
 
11 
THE REAL 
FRISCO  KIDS 
A History
 Of 
The Jews In San  Jose 
A Multimedia Presentation
 By: 
Lynne Kinsey, 
Jewish  Historian 
WHEN.  
Wednesday.  Sept 
TIME: 
11.30-1
 00 LUNCH 
PLACE: 
Mel 
Office  
300 
So.  10th 
Street
 
COST.
 $2 00 
Fp 
reserv 
Mons
 .ntorrnat$on 
29414:1,, 
HIGH
 
TECH,
 LOW 
HASSLE  
Show SJSU ID card for 
express  
registration 
E%ergreen
 Valley 
College  
Mini
-Semester
 
Many courses meet 
general
 educaunn 
and 
transfer
 credit requirements
 
Saturdays 
from Sept. 12 -Dec.
 22 
Courses
 available 
include:  
BIOLOGICAL  SCIENCE 
BUSINESS LAW 
COMMUNICATION
 S1VDIES 
COMPUTER INFORMATION
 SYSTEMS 
ECONOMICS 
ENGLISH IA AND IB 
ENGLISH 
AS
 A SECOND LANGUAGE 
INDIVIDUALITED INS'TRUCTION 
ALGEBRA I 
FINITE MATH 
A1USIC APPRECIATION 
LOC;IC 
PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION
 AND DANCE 
PSYCIIOLOGY 
READING  
1YPINGIWORD 
PROCESSING  
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 
Register week days 11:30am-43Orn 
Evenings M 
111 4 301 
10 
Sept 12 
9arn- !run 
Only S5 per unit 
For Information
 call: 
(404)270-6441  
Evergreen Valley College 
ilia Buena Rd . San low. 
LA
 9513; 
ern  states 
Washington  and  
W 
inning.
 fires had 
hla7ed
 
across
 670.700 
acres. or 
1.-
048
 
square miles. 
All hut 186 
of about 1.250 
lightning
-sparked fires 
in
 California 
had been
 contained but huge 
groups  
of fires
 were still out of 
control,.  
= 
Wednesday.
 
September
 
9, I 
987/Spartan
 
Daily  
Game 
From 
page
 I 
"Everyone
 want+ to cheer for 
the team," George said 
"Especially 
when they're going to  be No. 1 in 
the country."  
Krazy George
 also mentioned 
Pennsylvania
 
State 
University,
 the 
team
 the Spartans had wanted 
to
 play 
Saturday.  
"It's a 
known 
fact 
Penn 
State  is ,cared
 
us. 
 he said. 
One que,t 
weined  to he in 
the minds of many. 
of
 the fans: 
"What has happened to the 
wave'?" 
A 
group  in the
 
south
 end of the 
stadium tried 
unsuccessfully to start 
"the
 V411Ve early in 
the first half. 
Howesei . it ss 
as
 not until two-thirds 
of the way through
 the fourth 
quarter
 
that Kraty George 
finally  encour-
aged the masses 
to stand and 
The 
decline
 of "the wave"
 did 
not  deter the 
Spartans,  who sent 
the 
18,237 
fans home with 
a 24-3 vic-
tory over 
the Panthers. 
Business 
administration  fresh-
nvan
 Derek Weeks said. "I 
really  en-
joyed my first 
(SJSU)
 football game 
The fights (in 
the stands) 
were
 al -
 I as 
exciting  us the game... 
Tom McRann.
 associate 
ath-
letic 
director in 
charge  of 
marketing.  
was 
pleased
 with the 
crowd. 
"We 
had 'the
 wave' 
going. 
People  were 
well-behaved.
 except 
for a few 
incidents,"  McRann 
said. 
"I was
 happy with the 
(size  of the) 
crowd.
 (since it was) 
Labor Day 
weekend."  
McRann
 said the best way  
to 
promote the Spartans
 is word of 
mouth. Supporters of the
 team bring 
in friends and contact alumni. Be-
CaUse or this effort, season ticket 
sales are wayr up from last year. 
McRann 
said. 
"Advertisements
 and promo-
tions enforce word of mouth. We're 
just giving to keep promoting 
around."
 Melt ann said. 
Despite 
fan  reaction to several 
fights, University Police Chief Lew
 
Schatz said officers reported only 
one arrest during the game. William 
Cunningham, an SJSU student, was 
cited 
for investigation of disturbing 
the peace. 
OPEN  HOUSE 
Meet 
Your 
Associated  Student
 
Government Officers 
and
 find 
out about 
committee
 
positions
 available
 
Wednesday,  Sept. 9 
1:30  p.m. 
at
 
Student
 Union 
Office
 
Third Floor,
 
Student
 Union 
Funded by the 
Associated Students 
Financial
 
Aid  
Center.  
SAN
 
FRANCISCO
 
FEDERAL
 
SAVINGS
 
A I , hecking
 account trom San Francisco
 Federal Savings could 
be
 all the financial 
aid you need 
There  are no per check charges. 
No monthly service charges. 
No
 access charges for our 
automated
 tellers. And, you can open 
your
 account for as little as $50. 
You'll
 also find that we have 
a Timely Teller ATM right
 on campus. Which 
means  that 
our free checking account fits
 easily into tough class schedules. 
Of
 course. the best  part of the program could be the application forms. 
They're simple.
 So 
you can devote your time and energy to 
the more 
difficult
 task that 
lies 
ahead. 
Writing 
home
 for money. 
110 West 
Santa  Clara 
Street (408) 
298-0567
 
Valley 
Fair
 
Shopping
 
Center  
(408) 
246-9000 
iffth SAN 
FRANCISCO
 
VP' 
FEDERAL  
SAVINGS
 
The 
Tiro  
The Coy. all
 about
 live
 
Bay  .. 
 
 
